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Abstract
The main challenge in quantum computing is not how to make qubits, but how to make
a lot of them. Especially, the one-qubit-one-input approach is unsustainable for higher
numbers. This issue has already been resolved in classical computing, and I investigate
a similar solution for quantum. I evaluate the expansibility prospects of a multiplexing
chip: a two-dimensional access array, designed to combat this very problem. First, I
characterize on-chip integrated transistors. I list their standard transport parameters,
such as threshold voltage, subthreshold swing, and drain-induced barrier lowering.
Additionally, I report Coulomb oscillations and the formation of quantum dots in 40
nm commercially-available MOSFET devices. I benchmark those against a finFET of
the same dimensions, designed for quantum operation. I reflect on the readiness of
industrial CMOS devices for use in quantum computing. Then, I assess the operation of
control transistors in a memory cell structure. I analyze retention times and comment
on their usability for a refresh mechanism and time-multiplexed access to quantum
information. Afterward, I demonstrate the mechanism of gate-based reflectometry
readout. I detail the RF circuitry, including the room-temperature equipment, and the
on-chip analog LC resonators. I present my findings on tuning individual parameters,
and their impact on the signal quality, quantitatively depicted by the signal-to-noise
ratio and Q factor comparison. I explain the difficulties faced with managing the readout
at several GHz, and some other challenges, including parasitics-induced frequency shift
and overlap. Finally, I demonstrate time- and frequency-domain multiplexing for an
integrated array, as well as two different cointegrated architectures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Quantum computing is of great interest because of its potential applications. It can
impact multiple areas, including quantum simulation, and therefore quantum chemistry,
pharmacist, discovery of new medicine, compound or novel materials. Another application is related to a capability of a quantum computer to reverse engineer some hash
functions and break cryptography encryption. It could affect blockchain technologies
and online security. With its optimization potential, it may also lead to new findings
in finance, logistics, transport, and many other domains. Technology giants such
as Google, Intel, IBM, and Microsoft have been active in the area with increasing
successes. Governments spent or are planning to invest many billions of US dollars for
advancements in quantum computing.

1.1

What this thesis is and is not

Quantum computing is an incredibly diverse field of study. A route to developing an
impactful quantum machine can be roughly divided into hardware and software stages.
In this work, I am only concerned with the lowest level, most fundamental hardware.
A good starting point to read about quantum algorithms and software is [1]. The
ultimate goal is to build a large-scale quantum computer. For it to be useful, high
numbers of coupled qubits are needed. Readout management becomes an issue at such
a large scale, and in this thesis, I discuss possible solutions to that problem, on an
example of a two-dimensional access array.
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This work in a context
There are many competing approaches for realizing qubits, such as superconducting
qubits, spin qubits, cavity-couple photons, and many others. In this work, I focus on
singlet-triplet electron-spin-qubits in silicon quantum dots. In a field-effect transistor
(FET), gates can be used to confine electrons in a quantum dot structure. It is necessary
to manage readout efficiently and in a scalable manner. Since the spin state is coupled
to charge, the readout can be performed with charge sensors, as they are capacitively
coupled to the quantum dots. Early demonstrations used quantum point contacts
[2, 3] and single-electron transistors [4]. A readout of as many as 9 quantum dots in
a one-dimensional array using charge sensors was demonstrated [5]. Despite many
successes, this method poses significant limitations. It requires the proximity of sensors
to the dots and increases the complexity of the design. An alternative approach with a
greater scalability potential involves detecting changes in impedance, which depends on
the charge occupancy of the quantum dot. It can be measured at ohmic contacts [6, 7]
or gate (gate-based sensing) [8–12]. In this chapter, I explore the capabilities of a twodimensional access array for readout using reflectometry techniques. Two dimensional
arrays were proposed to manage larger number of qubits [13, 14], and subsequently
readout and control was demonstrated [15–17]. Single-shot readout of spins in silicon
was achieved [9, 7], and pushed to 98% fidelity through various improvements such as
latching [10] and use of on-chip resonators [18].Gate-based sensing has an additional
advantage of no added components, since gates must already be created for the control
of quantum dots.
Since qubits must be operated at cryogenic temperatures, a serious limitation is
power consumption and device area [19]. In this thesis, I use room temperature RF
equipment to perform readout. To minimize the number of necessary components such
as mixers and amplifiers, and to avoid individual channel wiring, I employ frequencydivision multiplexing (FDM). However in long term, due to the size, performance, cost,
and aforementioned limitations on power and area, room temperature components will
be insufficient [20, 21]. For a large-scale quantum computer, the sheer temperature
increase due to the readout equipment is orders of magnitude higher than the cooling
power of state-of-the-art dilution refrigerators [20]. It can be ameliorated by relaxing
the requirement on the temperature of operation; systems based on electron spins
in silicon were measured at 1K [22]. Additional optimization includes using more
efficient FDM management through application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [23]. Alternatively, on-chip integration can be
pursued. Already existing CMOS technology could potentially be suitable for hosting
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1000s of qubits [24], and advancement in industrial production process could eventually
allow for a full integration [25]. Cryogenic components have fidelity comparable to
room temperature electronics [26]. CMOS compatible integrated circuits were used for
readout and control [27, 28], including layouts allowing FDM up to 16 qubits [29], and
driving frequencies in the GHz range [30, 31], similar to the one explored in this thesis.
The presented design achieves a smaller footprint due to gate-based dispersive
readout, use of FDM, and implementation of a 2D layout with simultaneous TDM. A
different version of this access array with an integrated readout circuitry has been also
conceived [32].
Content of chapters
This thesis comprises a total of eight chapters. The second chapter is a theory, and the
third - experimental methods. In chapters four to seven, I describe all my experimental
findings. The last chapter is a summary and conclusions.
Chapter 2 is a theoretical background. I describe the singlet-triplet system and how it
can be used as a qubit. Then I detail the mechanism of electronic transport in single and
double quantum dots. I provide basic information about the functioning of a transistor,
including some considerations regarding a short channel, and the physics of silicon.
I finish the Theory chapter with an explanation of techniques used in dispersive readout.
Chapter 3 describes experimental methods and techniques. I list all the lab equipment
and devices used for measurement. I also briefly describe device manufacturing. I
explain the route each device takes before measurements, such as PCB fabrication and
wire-bonding. I end with an RF setup used for reflectometry (dispersive readout).
Chapter 4 provides a full characterization and comparison of CMOS transistors with
results on custom-made quantum-purpose devices. I report inter-device variability
and record classical transistor parameters. I also demonstrate quantum dot formation
in planar commercially-available MOSFETs. I introduce the idea of cointegration
and functioning of a split-gate finFET. I show my earlier results in these devices,
including spin blockade and measurement of T1 time. My results on integrated devices
were published in [33]. My earlier results on spin blockade were featured in [34], and [35].
Chapter 5 is about retention time experiments. In the access array, cells can be
accessed sequentially by the use of control (access) transistors. During the readout
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of a cell, the voltage on all others will decay. I propose a corrected model to predict
this decay and benchmark it against a simple exponential. My models, results, and
analysis in this chapter were not previously published.
Chapter 6 gives account on dispersive readout. I compare it with the DC regime.
I explain the equivalence of a frequency shift and change in the magnitude of the
reflection signal, by the means of a sketch and direct measurement of the two. I discuss
the process of optimizing the readout quality. Steps include bringing the devices closer
together and tuning the microwave power. I comment on the parasitic contribution
and its effect on the shift in the resonance frequency. I note the risk of overlap and its
consequence on frequency-domain multiplexing. I conclude by quantitative comparison
of ’before’ and ’after’ optimization setups, by providing a signal-to-noise ratio and
quality factors for both. Some of my results on integrated devices, such as SNR were
published in [36]. The readout array is also featured in [32]. Optimization and my
other findings were not previously published.
Chapter 7 contains results of time- and frequency-domain multiplexing (TDM/FDM).
I measure on-chip and cointegrated architectures. I show results in both DC and
dispersive regimes. I demonstrate multiplexing in time and frequency. I finish with
an account of simultaneous FDM and TDM. I presented my results on cointegrated
devices in a poster session [37]. My results on integrated devices (DC regime) were not
previously published. Results on simultaneous FDM and TDM were not collected by
me. I participated in the preparation, discussion, and analysis of the experiment. Due
to the Covid-19 outbreak, I could not be physically present in the lab to partake in
these measurements. Therefore, I include them as a third-party reference. They were
published in [36].
Chapter 8 summarizes all the findings, and includes possible considerations for future
works.

Chapter 2
Theory
A quantum computer is operated based on qubits, which are a fundamental unit
of quantum information. Any two-level quantum system can be used to realize a
qubit. Its significant advantage over the classical bit is that it can exist in a coherent
superposition of two states. Many qubits can be then entangled for an entire array,
giving an exponential advantage. In this thesis, I consider electron spin-based qubits
in quantum dots. This chapter details their operation, electronic transport through
quantum dots and provides a basic description of an FET. It finishes with a description
of a readout technique: dispersive gate-based sensing. Some of the analysis, including
plots, is a modified material I used in [34].

2.1

Electronic transport through quantum dots

One example of a two-level quantum system is a double quantum dot (DQD). The
control of quantum dots requires adjusting their electrochemical levels. One way to
achieve it is electrostatically gated confinement. Then, dots are formed using depletion
or accumulation gates. An already existing solution is an FET (see also Section 2.2).
In this section, I describe the basics of electronic transport through single and double
quantum dots.

2.1.1

Single QD

To form a quantum dot, an electric field is applied within a region of space. A good
candidate is a transistor: its gate already serves the purpose of charge accumulation.
As a sufficient bias is applied on a transistor gate, an inversion layer is formed in
the channel and current flows from source to drain (for more details see Section 2.2).
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Fig. 2.1 Transport through a quantum dot. a: Schematics of source - island - drain
transport in series. b: Coulomb blockade and c: it being lifted. Also shown are
tunneling rates Γs , Γd for drain and source electrodes respectively. d: Conductance
peaks for regions where transport is allowed. Eadd is the energy required to add another
electron onto the island.
In the case of multiple, split-gate arrangements, much finer control of a channel is
possible which enables the creation of multiple quantum dots independently. Energy
needed to add an electron to a dot is known as charging energy Ec = e2 /CΣ where
CΣ = Cd + Cs + Cg is total capacitance to the environment. At cryogenic temperatures,
electrons will no longer have enough energy to travel through the channel freely [48, 49].
Additionally, the energy levels of each of the dots are quantized through quantum
confinement due to the size of a device and can no longer be accessed through thermal
excitations. If the tunneling resistance is larger than h/e2 , an electron is localized, i.e.
its tunneling energy uncertainty is smaller than Ec then it is trapped in a quantum
dot. This blockade is lifted when the energy levels of quantum dots are aligned with
those of source and drain (Fig. 2.1).
Zero source-drain bias
Charging energy Ec can be also expressed through the electrochemical potential µ:
Ec =

e2
= µ(N, VG ) − µ(N − 1, VG )
CΣ

(2.1)

While charging energy is constant for the given system since it depicts the spacing
between allowed transitions, the electrochemical potential is not. It is a function
of an electron number as well as the gate voltage VG . µ is the energy necessary to
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add an electron to the island on which there are charges present, e.g. µ(N, VG ) =
U (N, VG ) − U (N − 1, VG ) to add Nth electron to the dot already containing N − 1. It is
R
simply the difference between electrostatic energy U (N, VG ) = 0−N e V (Q) dQ of these
states. In this last expression, the voltage V on the island is:
V =

Qtotal
Qinitial + Qinduced
Qinitial + CS VS + CD VD + CG VG
=
=
CΣ
CΣ
CΣ

(2.2)

and in the special case of zero source-drain VS , VD → 0. Then the electrochemical
potential becomes:
µ(N, VG ) =

1 2
Q
2

+ CG VG Q
CΣ

Q=−N e

−

1 2
Q
2

Q=0

+ CG VG Q
CΣ

Q=−(N −1) e

(2.3)
Q=0

which after evaluation yields:


µ(N, VG ) =

N−

1
2



e 2 − CG V G e
CΣ

(2.4)

Substitutting 2.4 into 2.1 restores the initial result. More interestingly, equating 2.4 to
zero and solving for Vg :
(N − 21 ) e
(2.5)
VG (N ) =
CG
At this value of VG , the electrochemical potential is zero. Since there is no source-drain
bias µs = µd = 0 as well. That means there is no cost to add an electron to the island.
This is exactly the condition for an allowed transport, every other state is prohibited
while in Coulomb blockade regime. Therefore the system experiences conductance
peaks at which the electron is added/removed from the dot. These peaks are periodic
in nature, with period:
∆VG = VG (N ) − VG (N − 1) =

e
.
CG

(2.6)

This can be seen in Fig. 2.1d.
Bias spectroscopy
Introduction of the source-drain bias affects corresponding electrochemical potentials
µs and µd which are no longer zero. In all measurements, I apply an asymmetric
bias such that the drain electrode is grounded and the voltage at source is equal to
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Fig. 2.2 Grey regions are known as Coulomb diamonds. No current flows untill sourcedrain voltage is increased or gate voltage meets condition for blockade lift. The number
of electrons is also indicated, with reference to the middle diamond where n = 0.
VS→D . Then µs = −e VSD and µd = 0. Now transport is allowed not only at one point
when µ(N, Vg ) = µs = µd but for all intermediate values: µs > µ(N, Vg ) > µd . This is
visualized in 2.1b where transport is not permitted and 2.1c when, after applying VG ,
the blockade is lifted.
The resulting pattern is known as Coulomb diamonds: regions of allowed and
prohibited transport in a VG − VSD space (Fig. 2.2). The boundaries are sets of points
where the electrochemical potential on the island µ(N, Vg ) is equal to that on the drain
and source correspondingly. They are obtained by solving limµ→µs , µd dVSD /dVg . Zero
source-drain bias is a special case and can be interpreted as taking a trace in this
two-dimensional space along VSD = 0. Depending on the number of dots, the shape,
separation, and size of diamonds can vary. A gate lever arm defined as:
α=

CG
∆VSD
=
CΣ
∆VG

(2.7)

can also be calculated. However, in the case of multiple dots, the current measured
might be a result of transport in many paths (instead of simply source - QD - drain)
and the full set of capacitances cannot be known (see Section 2.1.2).
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High bias regime
As the source-drain bias VSD increases, so does the difference between µs and µd .
Eventually, the distance between these energy levels grows to a size comparable to
the energy scales of the dot itself. In consequence, not only µ(N, Vg ) of a ground
state is an allowed transition channel, but also the first (or for higher VSD other
consecutive) excited state. This is depicted in Fig. 2.3a. An electron can travel
through two levels with energy difference ∆E < eVSD . For high enough bias, energy
to add another electron becomes accessible which causes double-electron tunneling
through both µ(N, VG ) and µ(N + 1, VG ) (Fig. 2.3b). In silicon, the existence of
valleys adds complexity to the nature of the excited states, which can be either orbitals,
valleys, or hybridized valley-orbit states (see also Section 2.2.2). Regardless of the
nature of excited states, in a high bias regime, more of them become accessible for
electron tunneling.

Fig. 2.3 Transport through a single dot in a high bias regime. a: First ground and
excited states are allowed. b: As the bias increases double-electron tunneling is also
possible. c: Visualization of level spacing and transitions in potential energy U domain
(left) and electrochemical potential µ (right).

2.1.2

Double quantum dots

The mechanism of electronic transport for double dots resembles that for a single
one with an added layer of complexity. Now the coupling between the dots must be
considered as well as cross-coupling between the gates and the dots. To reproduce
steps shown in section 2.1.1, first, the voltage on each of the islands must be calculated.
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It is best represented in a matrix form:






 



V
C
Cm   Qinitial1 + CG1 VG1 
1
 1 =
 Σ1
2
CΣ1 CΣ2 − Cm Cm CΣ2
V2
Qinitial2 + CG2 VG2

(2.8)

Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second dot. The capacitance matrix adds
mutual capacitance Cm but also the ’diagonal’ interactions between gates and dots
(such as 1 → 2, not just 1 → 1, 2 → 2). The charge matrix (rightmost) gives the sum
of an initial and induced charge on each dot assuming no source - drain bias VS = VD
= 0. Following the calculation for a single dot, I integrate over total charge and then
calculate the electrochemical potential µ1 and µ2 on each dot. Finally, the expression
for charging energies Ec is:
EC1 = e2

CΣ2
2
CΣ1 CΣ2 − Cm

EC2 = e2

CΣ1
2
CΣ1 CΣ2 − Cm

(2.9)

Note that for mutual capacitance Cm → 0, charging energy from 2.1 is restored for
both dots. The system behaves like two independent quantum dots. A plot with
Coulomb blockade shown as a function of two gate voltages VG1 and VG2 is called the
stability diagram. In the case of decoupled dots, it looks as in Fig. 2.4a. In addition to
charging energies 2.9, there is one regarding the transport in between the dots: ECm .
Except for the special case of no mutual capacitance, it is non-zero and equal to:
ECm = e2

Cm
2
CΣ1 CΣ2 − Cm

(2.10)

Another extremum is the mutual capacitance being dominant Cm /CΣ(1)(2) → 1. Under
that condition ECm → ∞ and the system is equivalent to one dot with a charge equal
to the sum of two individual dots as shown in Fig. 2.4b . Most interesting however, is
an intermediate case. Stability diagram then reasembles a characteristic honeycomb
structure (Fig. 2.5a ). Along the lines, the electrochemical potential of one of the dots
and source/drain are aligned and transport permitted. A region where all levels align
simultaneously is called the triple point. These are indicated in Fig. 2.5b with black
and white circles for electron and hole tunneling respectively. The line connecting
two triple points is where the charge travels between the dots. It is known as an
interdot charge transition (ICT), as mentioned in Section 2.3. Although informative,
this measurement cannot provide all necessary data about capacitances. For that
purpose, source-drain bias needs to be introduced.
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Fig. 2.4 Stability diagram of two quantum dots. a: No coupling, system acts like two
independent dots. b: Strong coupling, effectively resulting in one large dot [50].
Non zero bias in double quantum dots
So far, I have only discussed the transport in double quantum dots for VS = VD
= 0. Upon introduction of source-drain bias, triple points become triangles. They
encompass the regions where transport through the the device is allowed (Fig. 2.5d).
In that figure, transitions through excited states are shown, assuming ∆E < eVSD .
This provides a full description of transport through the dots. In case of a double dot,
the definition of the alpha factor can be expanded to:




α1→1 α1→2 
α′ = 
α2→1 α2→2

(2.11)

such that the lever arm of interest α′ is the determinant of all the αij .

2.2

Transistor as a host for quantum dots

As mentioned in Section 2.1, a field-effect transistor (FET) can serve as a host for QDs.
This section details the working of such a device.

2.2.1

Classical FET

Throughout this thesis, I mention the use of either MOSFETs or FinFETs. Both
function based on the same principles. Two ohmic contacts: source (S) and drain (D),
are separated by a region called the channel. One of them has bias VDS applied to
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Fig. 2.5 transport through double quantum dots at non-zero source-drain bias. a:
Intermediate case of two coupled dots with stability diagram reasambling the characteristic honeycomb structure. b: The dotted region from a shown in more detail
with insets showing electron (e) and hole (h) transport respectively. c: The same
region with electrochemical alignment indicated. Dotted, solid and dashed lines show
ascending coupling tc = 2∆c . Charging energy Ecm is also indicated. d: High bias
regime. Triple points now form triangular regions. Shaded areas represent transitions
between non-ground states [50].
it, however, the channel is initially highly resistive and no current can flow. When
voltage is applied to the third contact - the gate (G) - the electric field starts to attract
the charges inside the channel. For a high enough field, a thin region will become
conductive, forming a so-called inversion layer, allowing the current through. A critical
gate voltage VGS at which it happens is known as a threshold voltage Vth , and the
corresponding threshold current is Ith . In that mode of operation, source-drain current
IDS is given by:
Wh
V 2i
(VGS − Vth )VDS − DS
(2.12)
L
2
where µn is the electron mobility, W, L and Cox are gate width, length and oxide
capacitance per unit area respectively.
IDS = µn Cox
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As VDS increases, a different regime is reached: saturation mode. It happens for
VDS ≥ VGS - Vth with current:
W
(VGS − Vth )2
(2.13)
2L
A small deviation from the current described in Eq. 2.12 and 2.13 arises from
a phenomenon called pinch-off. Concentration of carriers near drain decreases, and
effectively the active region in the channel gets shorter. To account for that, IDS is
multiplied by a factor (1+λVDS ). λ is given by (IDS rd - VDS )−1 , where rd is the output
resistance, given at (high) corresponding values of IDS and VDS . Another common
∂IDS
parameter, called transconductance gm is defined as ∂V
, i.e. a small variation of drain
GS
current with gate voltage, measured at high source-drain bias.
IDS = µn Cox

2.2.2

Short channel

As the channel gets short, other effects become significant. At high VDS , Vth is lowered.
This effect is known as drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) and quantitatively given
high
low
low
by (−Vhigh
th −Vth )/(VDS −VDS ). The λ factor model, mentioned earlier, becomes less
accurate due to short-channel effects such as DIBL, velocity saturation, ballistic transport, etc. The exact solutions require numerical methods and computer simulations,
which are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Quantum confinement
Electrons in bulk behave differently to those in electrostatic fields induced by gates.
Especially when the dimensions of those regions approach electron wavelength, which
is in order of nm. It leads to quantum confinement and can happen due to the channel
thickness or size of the potential wells produced by applying the gate voltage. An
electron can only occupy a discrete set of energy levels, resembling that of a hydrogen
atom. For that reason, quantum dots were dubbed artificial atoms.
No two fermions can occupy the same state while sharing quantum properties.
For silicon crystals, there are six degenerate minima of the conduction band. This
degeneracy is lifted by quantum confinement and external factors such as strain in
the device. Hence spin blockade can still be observed in this material. It is possible
that the energy splitting between valleys would be larger than between the orbitals
(discrete levels arising due to confinement), or for the opposite to be true. When the
energy differences are similar, electrons will be split into hybridized valley-orbit levels
instead. For more detailed discussion on quantum confinement and valleys, see e.g.
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[51] (Ch. 8-9) or [52]. Existence of valleys is usually considered as detrimental and can
lead to decreased fidelities [53]. In some cases, however, it can be advantageous for
some qubit systems, when spin and valley couple [54–56].

2.3

From quantum dots to qubits

In this work I consider a subset of qubits based on electronic spin, inspired by the
Loss-DiVincenzo proposal. Quantum dots act as electron traps and can host single
electrons. Two quantum dots can be used as a basis of a qubit and are of more interest
than any other multiplicity for quantum computing. As for any two-level quantum
system, the energies are calculated using the Hamiltonian:




ϵ/2 ∆c /2
H=
∆c /2 −ϵ/2

(2.14)

where energies of the unperturbed system, i.e. without coupling ∆c are E± = ± 21 ϵ.
Energy difference ∆ Eunperturbed = E+ - E− is represented by ϵ, also known as detuning.
Solutions to Eq. 2.14 with new states labeled as symmetric S+ and antisymmetric S−
are:
ES− =

1q 2
ϵ + ∆2c ,
2

ES+ = −

1q 2
ϵ + ∆2c
2

(2.15)

q

and new energy difference is ∆ E = ES− - ES+ = ϵ2 + ∆2c [38]. Plotting ∆ E against
ϵ reveals an anti-crossing at the origin with crossing recovered for no coupling (Fig.
2.6e). Gate voltage is related to detuning through:
δϵ = −eα′ δVg

(2.16)

with α′ being a combination of gate lever arms of individual dots, each having their
α factor as defined in Eq. 2.7 [39]. For a strong coupling ∆c between the dots, they
effectively behave like a large, single dot. If the coupling is zero they behave as two
independent dots. In the intermediate scenario, an exchange of electron between dots
occurs when energy levels are aligned (see also Section 2.1.2 for a detailed treatment).
It is traced by the line of interdot charge transition (ICT).
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Fig. 2.6 Double quantum dot system. a: Energy versus detuning. Splitting of a triplet
states due to the added Zeeman energy with magnetic field applied. b: Change in
capacitance as a function of the magnetic field and detuning. Singlet-triplet transition
indicated with the dashed line [40]. c: ICT at zero magnetic field (left), disappearing
at the nonzero field (middle) and with pulsing is brought back again (right) [41].

2.3.1

Spin

In silicon, the nuclear spin and therefore hyperfine interactions can be made close to
the negligible, yielding coherence times as high as 28 ms [42]. Two electrons can exist
in a singlet or triplet state with their energies shown in Fig. 2.6a. Singlet energies
have the same form as Eq. 2.15, whereas for triplets:
ET0 = −ϵ/2,

ET± = −ϵ/2 ± gµB B.

(2.17)

Where g is electron g-factor, µB Bohr magneton, and B magnetic field strength. In the
vicinity of zero detuning ϵ = 0, the coupling between triplet states does not come into
the picture [43, 44], thus they have a linear dependence and appear as straight lines in
energy-detuning space. For no magnetic field applied, all triplet states are degenerate.
With increasing field strength, T− and T+ get increasingly separated. Eventually, T−
becomes a ground state instead of singlet S− at lower values of detuning. Once in
the triplet T− state, an electron is prohibited from tunneling by the Pauli exclusion
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principle. This can also be seen as a vanishing quantum capacitance (Eq. 2.22 in
Section 2.4). Since the triplet state lacks curvature in E-ϵ space it does not induce a
change in Cq . It is plotted as a function of the magnetic field and detuning in Fig.
2.6b.
By applying a pulse in detuning, the singlet state is repopulated. Repeated fast
application prevents relaxation and ICT is recovered (Panels in Fig. 2.6c). Spins can be
manipulated via pulses in detuning, electron spin resonance (ESR), or a combination of
both [45]. These methods allow for the application of standard logical operations such
as SWAP or CROT and therefore a realization of a functional spin-based quantum
computer [46, 47].

2.4

Dispersive readout

Fig. 2.7 Equivalent circuit of a QD system in a channel of the device. In this thesis,
I measure capacitive changes, and their source is always Cparametric (in blue), since
Cgeometrical remains constant for a given device.
A DQD system can be modeled as a parallel RC circuit [57–62], as shown in Fig.
2.7. Its impedance is given by Rdevice ∥ Cdevice . Total device resistance is
(Rgate + Rsisyphus )/Rgate ·Rsisyphus , and total capacitance: Cgeometrical + Cparametric . As
explained in section 3.2.1, in gate-based sensing used in this work, capacitance change
is of main interest. That change maps charge transitions to frequency shifts. From two
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contributions to total capacitance, only the parametric one responds to the state of
the quantum dots. Cgeometrical is constant, and as the name implies, depends on the
geometry of the device. It is given by a sum of classical capacitances between each of
the dots and the leads, weighted by α defined in Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.11. Parametric
capacitance on the other hand is sensitive to charge occupancy on each dot. All
transitions that affect the charge on the sensing dot can be traced. The resonator
produces an oscillatory gate voltage:
VG (t) = AVG sin(ωt)

(2.18)

of amplitude AVG and frequency ω asD generated
by the microwave source. It then
E
induces a change in electron number ni on each of the dots, which in turn varies
Cparametric :
D E
D E

∂ n1
∂ n2

+ α2
(2.19)
Cparametric = −e · α1
∂VG
∂VG
To convert it to the energy-detuning basis the following relationship is used:
ϵ = −eα′ VG + ϵ0

(2.20)

where α′ = α1 + α2 . Cparametric is comprised of tunneling and quantum contributions.
At the frequencies presented throughout this work, relaxation time is assumed to be
longer than the period of the resonator. Then both Sisyphus resistance and tunneling
capacitance can be neglected [62, 61]. In this regime:
dCdevice = dCparametric ≈ dCquantum

(2.21)

Change in quantum capacitance is driven by the oscillating gate voltage VG and in
energy basis Cquantum is given by [63–66]:
±
Cquantum
= −(eα′ )2

∂ 2 E±
∂ϵ2

(2.22)

and it, therefore, tracks the curvature of energy bands.

2.4.1

Energy basis

ICT starts to disappear for those values of detuning where the energy of the triplet
ET − is equal to or smaller than the singlet energy ES− . Solving ES− = ET− for epsilon
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yields:
ϵ≥

−(2gµB B)2 + ∆2c
4gµB B

(2.23)

Since triplet states are linear in ϵ near zero detuning, their corresponding Cquantum = 0.
For singlet:
∆2c
S±
· χs
(2.24)
Cquantum
= ∓(eα′ )2
2∆c (∆2c + ϵ2 )3/2
where the additional factor χs accounts for the probability distribution of singlet states:
χs =

1 ES− /kB T
(e
+ eES− /kB T ),
Zs

Zs =

X

eEi /kB T

(2.25)

i

with partition function Zs summing over all energy states Ei : two singlets ES± and three
triplets ET± , ET0 (as defined in Eq. 2.15 and Eq. 2.17). For cryogenic temperatures
of hundreds of mK, kB T is in the range of tens of µeV. Typical coupling ∆c reaches
hundreds of µeV, and therefore the ratio of ∆c /kB T ≫ 1. Plot of quantum capacitance
for ∆c /kB T = 10, as a function of magnetic field and detuning is shown in Fig. 2.6b.
It is now apparent how dispersive readout is advantageous in spin-based qubits.
The signal is only visible in the singlet state since the triplets lack curvature near zero
detuning.

Chapter 3
Experimental methods
This chapter provides an overview of the experimental methods I used. It starts
with sample preparation: PCB fabrication, bonding, and loading into the dilution
refrigerator. I also briefly mention the manufacturing process of the devices. I describe
all the measurement devices and techniques, including a high-frequency RF setup for
reflectometry.

3.1

Sample preparation

Before the sample can be measured, several steps must take place. This section
summarizes the making of the device, PCB design and fabrication, and bonding
process. The outcome is a sample ready to be loaded in a dilution refrigerator.

3.1.1

Device manufacturing

Throughout my Ph.D., I have worked with and characterized a plethora of different
devices. In this thesis, I present the results on three of them. First, is the multiplexing
chip (also referred to as the access array). It was manufactured by a Swiss group
from École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) led by Professor Edoardo
Charbon, with whom I collaborated. I measured two versions of this chip: integrated
and cointegrated. The former has all components, including quantum devices, present
on-chip. In the cointegrated design, bond pads are connected to the access array
and any device can be cointegrated via wire bonding. For that purpose, I used most
notably, chips from Laboratoire d’électronique des technologies de l’information (CEALeti), based in Grenoble, France. Their devices were manufactured for TOLOP and
MOSQUITO (Appendix C) projects. I also performed experiments on those chips,
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without the access array. Manufactured in an industrial fab, they are of much higher
quality than any device that could be made in an academic setting [67]. This multi-step
process starts with an SOI wafer, comprised of a 16 nm thick silicon layer, 145 nm
buried oxide (BOX) over bulk Si. Using Ebeam lithography, a channel is etched in the
active layer. It is followed by growing and depositing the gate stack: TiN and Poly-Si.
The process is finished with the placement of SiN spacer and Arsenic/Phosphorus
implantation. The result is shown in Fig. 3.1. For more details on the design of
MOSQUITO chips, see Appendix C. Different versions and a more in-depth description
of the design of the multiplexing chip can be found in [32, 33, 36]. For characterization
of all the devices and discussion see Chapter 4.

Fig. 3.1 Cross section of the quantum device. a: Layers are shown schematically with
their corresponding thicknesses (not to scale). Gate stack is indicated. b: Microscope
image of the device with some of the layers labeled. Additionally, one of the spacers
between the gates is labeled.
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PCB fabrication

All those aforementioned chips need a placeholder, to connect their small components
to larger electronic devices for readout and control. A printed circuit board (PCB)
serves this purpose. I have designed one suited for this exact device architecture.
Design and the actual PCB are shown in Fig. 3.2. This 47 mm long and 27 mm
wide board features 2 large pads for fixing the chips. The upper one is intended for
the multiplexing chip and the lower one for the chip to be cointegrated. There are
twelve bond pads able to deliver DC voltage. Each line is a low-pass filter, passing
up to 150 Hz. Surface-mount components are soldered: 10 pF capacitors on the front
side, as well as 100 kΩ resistors on the back. Two lines are capable of combining
those DC signals with high-frequency pulses, with a cutoff of 1 Hz. They are labeled
PULSE1 and PULSE2, and the fast signal travels through a coplanar waveguide. It
is sent through a mini-SMP connector. A third such waveguide, labeled RF, is used
for dispersive readout. It does not include a coupling capacitor, since the bias-tee is
already implemented in the multiplexing chip. All the DC lines terminate at a circular
12-pin connector, connected to the PCB via flexible wires. There are two sets of holes,
eight in total, used for screwing the board to a holder. The second set is included for
versatility, it makes it possible to use the PCB with a different dilution refrigerator.

Fig. 3.2 PCB render(left) and the actual board (right). Surface mount components:
mini-SMP connector and one of the capacitors are labeled.
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Wire bonding

To facilitate an interface between the measurement instruments and the chips, I use
wedge wire bonding. First, I fix the chips on the PCB using GEvarnish, previously
thinned with ethanol. I press the sample with tweezers and leave it to dry. Then,
I mount the PCB on the sample space in the bonder (Fig. 3.3a). Using a 17.5 µm
aluminum wire and tip, I connect the contacts of the devices to the pads on the PCB.
In Fig. 3.3b, a final result is shown, with wires used for dispersive readout highlighted
in blue. Finally, I place the board inside a puck. It is a container providing an interface
between the wiring inside the refrigerator and the PCB. DC lines are connected via
the circular connector, and fast lines - through flexible cables (blue) plugged into
mini-SMPs. A sample ready to be loaded is shown in Fig. 3.3c.
It is a delicate procedure as these devices are very fragile, and it is important to
handle them with care. Throughout the entire procedure, the device is always grounded
to prevent electrostatic discharge. Despite the precautions, in the end, many devices
do not work as expected. For more details, see a report in Appendix A.

Fig. 3.3 sample preparation procedure. a: Devices are fixed on the PCB, and the board
is placed on the sample stage, then bonding begins. b: Two devices bonded with blue
lines and multi-colored arrows indicating the route of the RF signal, after it reaches the
mini-SMP port, labeled as RF. c: PCB inside the puck. Same mini-SMP port labeled,
wired with the flexible cable (blue). Two other cables connect the fast (pulsing) lines.
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Readout techniques

In this thesis, I present results collected using both DC transport and dispersive readout.
A rack and laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 3.4. Once in the puck, the device can
be probed by connecting wires to breakout boxes: a room temperature one (R in Fig.
3.4), or refrigerator one (C). Voltages are applied with HP 3245A sources (J), or for
other waveforms (such as ramps), with Agilent Keysight 33500B waveform generators
(G). Current is fed through SRS low-noise current preamplifier, model SR570 (I), and
recorded as voltage using HP 3458A multimeter (K). For some measurements, and
for debugging, I use Keithley 2400 SMUs (H). Fast pulses are sent with Tektronix
AFG3102 function generator (A).
For dispersive readout, I apply a MW signal with Anritsu MG3694C signal generators (B). The wave travels through an RF circuit (see Section 3.2.1), to finally
get to SRS SR560 preamplifiers (E), and I record the result on the Teledyne Lecroy
HDO4054A high definition oscilloscope (F). Data is recorded using a computer (L).
For more details on data collection and analysis see Appendix B.
In Fig. 3.4 the dilution refrigerator (D) can also be seen with other cryogenic-related
equipment: liquid nitrogen trap (M), water cooling system (P), sample-space hose and
pump (Q), and refrigerator chamber pump (N (pump not shown, only the hose can be
seen)). The device itself is inside the container O before loading.
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Fig. 3.4 Laboratory setup. Shown are: voltage sources G, H, J; MW sources B; AFG
for pulsing A; breakout boxes C, R; preamplifiers E, I; multimeter K; oscilloscope F;
computer used for data collection L; dilution refrigirator D and its accompanying
components: pumps (N, Q), water cooling system (P), liquid nitrogen trap (M) and
the loading sample space O.
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Reflectometry setup

As an alternative to DC, I use dispersive readout to probe the state of the devices.
When electrons are tunneling to the QD, that cyclic tunneling changes its capacitance.
More detailed treatment is discussed in Chapter 6. A fast RF sinusoidal oscillating
wave is sent from the microwave source. The difference in amplitude between the
original wave Ain and its reflection Ar = Γ Ain then traces the charge occupancy
changes in the device. Reflection coefficient Γ is given by:
Γ=

Z − Z0
Z + Z0

(3.1)

where Z is the impedance of the device under test (DUT) and Z0 = 50 Ω: characteristic
impedance of the coaxial cables and the source. On the multiplexing chip, there is a π
network implemented, shown in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 RF signal journey inside the multiplexing chip. A superposition of a fast RF
(labeled as VRF , multi-colored) and a much slower ramp VRAMP (blue) is combined
after going through a bias tee (with capacitor CB , resistor RB ). Π matching network
with inductor L, and capacitors C1 , C2 is highlighted in purple. Frequency of the signal
reaching the device (represented as a parallel RC circuit with CD and RD ) now mostly
corresponds to the resonance frequency - in this case, represented in yellow.
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RF signal (of several GHz) is superimposed on a much slower triangular wave
(tens of Hz). Both signals, labeled VRF and VRAMP respectively combine after a bias
tee (comprised of a capacitor CB and resistor RB ). That signal then reaches the π
matching circuit, highlighted in purple in Fig. 3.5. It responds most strongly to the
frequency close to its resonance. By design, it is given by a combination of capacitance
(capacitors C1 and C2 ) and inductance (inductor L). The device itself (including control
transistor, quantum device, a storage capacitor, and all parasitics), highlighted in
yellow, is represented as a parallel RC circuit (more detailed treatment in Section 2.4
and Chapter 6). A total impedance of the circuit Z is given by:
Z = C1 ∥ [L ∥ (Cload ∥ RD )]

(3.2)

where a ∥ b represents impedance in parallel: (1/a + 1/b)−1 , and Cload is a sum of
device capacitance CD and C2 . Just as in a more conventional L-shaped LC network,
π network lowers the effective impedance of the load (device), therefore providing
impedance matching. However, there is no need to rely on any parasitics, since the
resonance arises solely from the choice of components. Given the complexity of the
network, an analytical expression for Γ is omitted. What is of most interest is the
dependence of the reflection coefficient on the device parameters CD and RD . It is
possible to record changes in Γ as a function of R, which would usually be a resistance
measured at the source or drain of the device. However, in this thesis, I employ gatebased sensing with a focus on capacitance shift, and therefore I study the capacitive
dependence instead. For a change in the load capacitance: dCload = dC2 + dCdevice ,
change in Γ is [68]:
∂ΓCD = −

(i + Q1 )(i + Q2 )iQ2 · dCD
(i − Q1 )(i − Q2 )(2 + iQ2 · dCD )

(3.3)

since C2 is constant. In Eq. 3.3 i is the imaginary unit, and Q1 and Q2 are quality
factors defined as:
Q1 =

Z0
RD
, Q2 =
|XC1 |
|XCload |

(3.4)

where X denotes a reactance. The quality factor can be experimentally extracted by
using the following definition:
Q=

f0
∆f

(3.5)
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where f0 = ω0 /2π is a resonance frequency, and ∆ f is the resonance width, which
is a full width at half maximum (FWHM) at f0 . For a network consisting of more
than two components, quality factor is not well defined, and the total Q depends on
contributions from both Q1 and Q2 . A common way to calculate it is using:
1
Q = (Q1 + Q2 )
(3.6)
2
which is derived using an equivalent circuit with a current source (Norton’s Theorem.)
For full derivation see [69]. Therefore, the sensitivity of a dispersive readout is
proportional to the quality factor Q, and the change in device capacitance Cdevice ,
similarly to a more standard RLC circuit [70]. Readout quality can be improved by
improving the Q factor, and increasing the contribution of the capacitance of the device
in the total capacitance of the load, hence eliminating parasitic capacitance.
For dispersive readout, the reported data is given as a magnitude of Γ, or as one of
its components: so-called in-phase ΓI or quadrature ΓQ . They all represent the same
physical quantity, which maps the change in capacitance to the subsequent change in
reflection.
RF circuit
For the signal to reach the device under test (DUT), an RF circuit is designed, with
frequency multiplexing in mind (Fig. 3.6). First I apply waves of desired frequencies fLO1
and fLO2 using two sources MW1 and MW2 respectively (this method easily generalizes
to any number of sources/frequencies). The signal reaches a splitter (labeled as 1 in
Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7) after leaving its source. Additionally, one of them is attenuated.
This is to prevent it from driving the other mixer, to ensure frequency separation.
One part of each is combined into one signal (fLO1+LO2 ) and attenuated (2) before
reaching the dilution refrigerator. Inside it, it undergoes a further attenuation and
goes through a circulator. The circulator sends the signal down to the DUT and then
the reflection back through a different wire. This reflection, now at frequency fRF1+RF2 ,
is then amplified inside the refrigerator and amplified again at room temperature (3).
It is then split and fed into the mixer (4). A local oscillator (LO) of each mixer is
driven with the second half of the signal leaving a corresponding source. It is therefore
possible to discriminate a reflection frequency and to separate the signal. Each mixer
is in fact a quadrature demodulator, able to output ΓI and ΓQ components after the
downconversion. Those outputs of frequencies fIF1 (I/Q) and fIF2 (I/Q) are fed into
preamplifiers (5) and recorded as a voltage on the oscilloscope.
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Fig. 3.6 RF circuit used for frequency multiplexing. Temperature is color-coded, with
orange elements being at room temperature, and blue ones at low temperatures. Additional outlines detail the temperature inside the refrigerator. The signal leaves a
microwave source MW1(2) and reaches a splitter (labeled as 1). Different frequencies
are represented with green and red arrows. One of them is additionally attenuated
to prevent it from driving the other mixer. Two halves then combine into one signal,
represented as a red-and-green arrow. It goes through attenuators (2) at room temperature, before reaching the dilution refrigerator (highlighted in blue). It is further
attenuated before going through a cryogenic circulator. It then arrives at the DUT and
gets reflected. The reflection is sent to a different wire, with a help of a circulator. This
reflection is amplified in the refrigerator and then by a room temperature amplifier (3).
It is then split again and reaches mixers (4). Inside each of the mixers, it recombines
with the original signal from its corresponding source. Each mixer then outputs ‘I’
and ‘Q’ components, which go through preamplifiers (5) and are measured on the
oscilloscope.
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Fig. 3.7 Some elements of the RF circuit, schematically represented in Fig. 3.6: splitter
(1), mixer/demodulator (4), room temperature attenuators (3) and amplifiers (2),
and preamplifiers (5). Arrows represent the direction and frequency of the signal,
consistently with Fig. 3.6.

Chapter 4
Characterization of devices
As mentioned in 1.1, compatibility with the industrial CMOS fabrication methods
makes silicon field-effect transistors a viable platform for quantum computing. In
this chapter, I characterize a traditional, planar MOSFET and assess its usability for
hosting quantum dots. I benchmark those results against other commercially available
devices, which are finFETs produced with quantum applications in mind.

4.1

Commercially available transistors

It is not yet clear which geometry is better suited for quantum computing purposes in
silicon. Potential candidates include planar MOSFETs and three-dimensional finFETs
with gates wrapping around the channel. Fig. 4.1 depicts a comparison of the two,
each having its benefits and drawbacks. One version of the multiplexing chip has nine
planar MOSFETs integrated with the readout array. The other one features bond pads
in their place, for cointegration (the one shown in Fig. 4.2a). Fig. 4.2 depicts the access
array. A microscope image is shown in Fig. 4.2a and its equivalent schematics in Fig.
4.2b. Three inductors are colored red, green, and yellow (for more details see Chapter
6). Access transistors are shown in orange and remain fully on for the remaining results
discussed in this section. For a dynamic response of the control transistor see Chapters
5, 6 and 7. A difference between cointegrated and on-chip approaches is shown in Fig.
4.3. I measure standard characteristics for all nine transistors integrated on-chip and
report inter-device variability. First, I apply a non-zero source-drain bias VDS , and
measure the source-drain current IDS as a function of gate voltage VGS (Fig. 4.4a).
For a low VDS of 50mV, I obtain threshold voltage Vth as an x-intercept of the line
with slope given by the maximum value of the first derivative dI/dV (dashed orange
line in Fig. 4.4a). A corresponding threshold current is Ith . I use its value to define
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Fig. 4.1 Schematics representation of a: a planar transistor and b: a finFET, where
the gate wraps around the channel.
threshold voltage for a high VDS = 1 V. Since the channel of those transistors is short
(40 nm), they are susceptible to DIBL, as explained in 2.2.2. In Fig. 4.4, I plot the
current as a function of gate voltage on a log-scale for VDS = 1 V and 50 mV. I extract
the shift in threshold voltage at threshold current (indicated with a dashed blue line)
to get DIBL. From this plot, I also calculate subthreshold slope (SS) as a slope, and
off (on) current IOF F (ON ) . Then, I investigate IDS as a function of VDS , shown in Fig.
4.4c. A slope of a tangent in the saturated region gives the on resistance Ron and from
the slope in a linear region, I calculate the output resistance Rd (both slopes shown as
dashed orange lines). Finally, the vertical separation of the I-V curves at VDS = 1 V
in this plot is used to compute transconductance gm .
A comparison of all those values for an average on-chip integrated transistor and
a commercially available device (manufactured for quantum operation) of the same
dimensions is shown in Table 4.1. The mean and the standard deviation are indicated.
The finFET has a similar threshold voltage and current. DIBL is an order of magnitude
lower, SS is an order of magnitude higher. Additionally, its off current is negligible, and
both linear region and output resistance are higher. These are all the characteristics
of a better quality transistor. Regardless, on-chip MOSFETs are consistent, with low
inter-device variability. Especially, low variation in threshold voltage is of importance,
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Fig. 4.2 Chip used for multiplexing, the version used for cointegration. a: Microscope
image. Inset: a magnified region with access transistors (colored orange). b: Equivalent
schematics. Inductors and their corresponding bias-tees are color-coded (red, green,
and yellow). Bond pads labels are labeled to indicate their function, where ESD stands
for electrostatic discharge protection, GND is ground and VDD is a diode which must
be activated to apply any other voltages.
since it is closely correlated with the first Coulomb oscillation. To find the appropriate
value of VDS for operation in Coulomb blockade regime, I measure current as a function
of the gate and source-drain voltage (Fig. 4.5). A characteristic diamond-like shape
can be seen. I use the first oscillation to extract α factor as ∆VDS /∆VGS . Then, as
in Fig. 2.2, I obtain the ratio of the capacitances CS to CD . I record the position of
the first Coulomb oscillation, which corresponds to the first electron loaded into the
quantum dot. I repeat the procedure for all devices in the array. Coulomb diamonds
occur in all and can be seen in Fig. 4.6. Even though all nine display Coulomb
blockade, the number, and shape of diamonds differ, indicating multiple quantum dots
forming in the channel. Given similar values of CS and CD , I conclude the dots are
formed in the center of the channel instead of in the vicinity of the leads. This implies
that they originate from the gate-induced field, rather than vestigial dopants diffused
during device formation. In Table 4.2 a collection of calculated parameters is shown
for all devices. In on-chip devices, there is no other gate to influence the quantum
dot formation, and therefore in the next section (4.2), I turn to more sophisticated
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Fig. 4.3 Two versions of the multiplexing chip. a: Schematic representation of the
readout array. Each cell features an access transistor (in orange) and either a bond
pad or an integrated device. b: Cointegration version of the chip. Access transistor
connects to a bond pad, which is then interfaced with a device under test (DUT). c:
Integrated version. All devices, which are planar MOSFETs, are on-chip.
architectures that enable finer control. However, in the future, those commerciallyavailable MOSFETS could be made suitable for more intricate quantum computing
purposes. They all show promising results, and all have quantum dots in their channels.
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Fig. 4.4 Extraction of standard parameters of on-chip planar MOSFETs. a: Sourcedrain current as a function of gate voltage, VDS = 50 mV. Orange dashed line is slope
in linear region. Its x-intercept is threshold voltage, and the corresponding current threshold current Ith (shown as a dashed blue line). b: Same measurement as in a
with current plotted on a log scale. Difference in threshold voltage at the same Ith at
VDS = 50 mV (black curve) and VDS = 1 V (pink curve) is caused by DIBL. Slope
of the curves gives SS. On and off current is also indicated. c: IDS as a function of
VDS for different values of VGS . Dashed orange lines are slopes in linear and saturation
regions, used to calculate Rd and Ron respectively. Separation between the curves is
transconductance gm .
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Measured Parameters
Threshold Voltage Vth
Threshold Current Ith
DIBL
On current ION
Off current IOFF
Subthreshold slope SS
Linear region resistance RON
Output resistance Rd
Transconductance gm
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Device
On-chip MOSFET
Quantum finFET
Average
s.d.
0.4
0.03
0.53
0.6
0.07
0.19
0.16
0.04
0.05
61.4
1.66
18.7
2.40
1.69
0.0009
78.4
9.42
31.2
14.6
0.44
30.2
31.8
2.94
534
3.54
0.41
2.53

Unit
[V]
[µA]
[µA]
[nA]
[mV/dec]
[kΩ]
[kΩ]
[µS]

Table 4.1 Standard parameters calculated for on-chip MOSFETs as in Fig. 4.4 benchmarked against a different, commercially available finFET, manufactured for operation
in a quantum domain. On-chip MOSFETS were measured at 100-200 mK and quantum
finFET at 4K.

Measured Parameters

On-chip MOSFET

Unit

Average

s.d.

Lever arm α

0.6

0.04

[eV/V]

log(Cs /Cd )

0.5

0.24

-

First Coulomb peak

0.49

0.04

[V]

Table 4.2 Lever arm, a ratio of source and drain capacitances, and the voltage of the
first Coulomb peak calculated for on-chip MOSFETs.
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Fig. 4.5 IDS as a function of VGS and VDS for one of the on-chip MOSFETs. It is a
demonstration of quantum dot formation in its channel, with a characteristic Coulomb
diamonds pattern visible.

Fig. 4.6 Same measurement as in Fig. 4.5 for all devices in the access array. Position
in the array indicated in blue. Quantum dots form in all nine devices.
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Other devices: cointegration

So far, all devices I tested were integrated on the same chip. In this section, I explore
different architectures of finFET transistors. I use a version of the multiplexing chip is
shown in Fig 4.2a. Now, instead of transistors, there are bond pads for connecting to
external contacts. Each DUT is still read and controlled through the access array. A
schematic representation of cointegration is shown in Fig 4.3b.
Given the layout of a finFET, the charge is accumulated, and therefore quantum
dots are formed, in the corners of the gates. To control the number of dots, and
tune them to the desired DQD structure, an additional gate is needed. It can be a
backgate for example. Here, however, I use a split-gate design. Then, the field can
be independently adjusted for each of the corner dots. Both gates wrap around the
channel and are separated by a nitrate spacer. This is represented in Fig. 4.7 with a top
view and cross-section of a single-split gate device. The same concept is implemented
in the device shown in Fig. 4.8, except it has two split-gates, allowing for more DQDs
to form. A microscope image is also included.
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Fig. 4.7 Cointegration of a single split-gate device. a: Device schematics. Channel with
source (S) and drain (D) indicated is colored pink. Two gates: top (T) and bottom
(B) are shown in blue. b: Part of the access array (Fig. 4.2). Control transistor is
shown in orange, along with its corresponding bond pad, as in Fig. 4.3b. c: Part of
the PCB (depicting PULSE1 or PULSE2, as in Fig. 3.2). A bias tee of one of the fast
lines for sending high-frequency pulses is shown with its bond pad. d: Cross-section
of the device, along the dashed yellow line in a. Gates are physically separated by
a spacer (in red). Charge accumulation is shown in blue, with dots forming in the
corners when an electric field is applied. In this example, the top gate is connected
directly to the fast line on the PCB, whereas the bottom one is bonded to one of the
cells of the access array.
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Fig. 4.8 Double split-gate device. Channel and the gates shown as in Fig. 4.7. a:
Top view of the device. b: Perspective view, emphasizing gates wrapping around the
channel. c: Microscope image with corresponding lines labeled. Black squares are
parts of bond pads present on the chip.
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Operation of a split-gate

To operate in the DQD regime, dots must be sufficiently coupled (see Section 2.1.2). If
the spatial separation is too large, the coupling is too weak, and effectively instead
of DQD, the system behaves like two independent dots. Experimentally, I find that
the separation of 80 nm is suitable for DQD formation. However, 100 nm and above
leads to uncoupled dots. I verify this by measuring current as a function of both gate
voltages in a single-split-gate device (Fig. 4.9).

Fig. 4.9 Source-drain current as a function of top VT and bottom VB gate voltages
for single-split-gate devices. a: When gates are close enough, quantum dots are
interacting and a honeycomb pattern can be seen. All four possible paths for electrons
traveling through the channel are shown. Orange and black arrows correspond to
transport source-QD1(2) -drain, whilst pink and blue represent source-QD1(2) -QD2(1) drain transitions. b: When the separation of the gates is too large, coupling between
the dots is too weak and the system behaves like two independent dots. Only two
pathways are available for charge transport.

4.2.2

Spin blockade and its lifting

I demonstrate the suitability of this architecture for qubit operation (before connecting
it to the access array). I record the ICT dispersively (see Chapter 6 on dispersive
readout), using a surface-mount tank circuit. Then, I introduce a magnetic field of 3.6
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T and observe the disappearance of the transition, as in Fig. 4.10. In Fig. 4.10c, I

Fig. 4.10 Spin blockade in a double split-gate device. a: Dispersive signal as a function
of gate voltages (VB2 and VT2 ). For no magnetic field, an ICT can be seen (upper
panel). At 3.6 T, it disappears (lower panel). Other transition lines are drawn as a
guide to an eye. b: Dispersive signal at a fixed VT2 = 518 mV, along a dashed black
line in a, as a function of VB2 and magnetic field strength. With increasing field, the
signal starts vanishing from the right and finally disappears completely.
also show a line scan across the ICT as the magnetic field is ramped. With increasing
field, the signal starts to disappear on the right-hand side until it vanishes completely.
This is in agreement with the result predicted by theory (Section 2.3.1 and 2.4). It
indicates that the system is in the spin-blockade.
Lifting the spin blockade
Once the magnetic field reaches a critical value, the triplet T− state is more energetically
favorable and due to its lack of band curvature, the ICT signal is no longer visible.
If the system is moved far away from the ICT to a region of detuning where S− is
again a ground state, electrons will eventually relax. In consequence, the blockade is
lifted and the dot-to-dot signal becomes detectable once more. The time it takes for
relaxation to take place is known as T1 . To measure T1 I apply high-frequency pulses
with period Tr . For fast pulsing (Tr ≪ T1 ) ICT is restored even at high fields. As the
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the frequency decreases Tr approaches T1 and the signal strength ΓQ decreases as well
and eventually drops to zero. Since the relaxation process is probabilistic in nature it
can be modeled as an exponential decay:
−T1 /Tr
|Γmax
Q | ∝ e

(4.1)

I plot the peak value |Γmax
Q | as a function of the pulse period Tr . The result is shown
in Fig. 4.11. I extract relaxation time and estimate it to be T1 = 27 µs. Here it must
be noted that the transmission line installed inside the dilution refrigerator, and on
the PCB acts as a high-pass filter. Therefore pulsing signal only goes through for
frequencies higher than 20 kHz. That means that any pulse slower than 50 µs is not
able to fully reach the device. For that reason, the estimate of T1 is underestimated
due to a much faster than expected drop in the signal strength above Tr = 50 µs. For

Fig. 4.11 Lifting spin blockade. A fast pulse is sent to the gate. a: Dispersive signal
as a function of VB2 and pulse period, at 3.6 T. Initially, for small periods, the pulse
is faster than the relaxation time T1 and the signal is restored. Eventually, it starts
vanishing again. b: Ratio of signal strength to its maximum (for the fastest pulse) as a
function of the pulse period. Exponential fit used for estimation of T1 shown in orange.
a double split-gate device, this analysis is identical, however, a high voltage must be
applied to the adjacent pair of gates. The reason for that is that the channel needs to
be opened. Thus one of the transitions is from the saturated region created by these
gates and not the source/drain electrode. Otherwise, the description provided in this
section holds.
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Discussion
In this chapter, I confirmed that the integrated devices could potentially be used for
qubit operation. Quantum dots form in all of the channels of these planar MOSFETs.
I benchmarked their performance against a specialized finFET to compare standard
characteristics. Even though the finFET is a better transistor (lower DIBL, higher
resistance in the off state, higher SS), the integrated devices had a similar threshold
voltage and could still be used at cryogenic temperatures. Low inter-device variability
in Vth and quantum dot formation are both a promising basis for qubit experiments.
However, their limited design is insufficient for the complete control of the system.
Coupling between quantum dots cannot be tuned with just one gate. Additionally,
there is no possibility to send high-frequency signals to perform pulses in detuning.
Thus I turn to a split-gate architecture and the co-integrated approach. I present
results on the spin blockade and its lifting in these devices.

Chapter 5
Retention time study
A readout and control of cells on the same column (connected to the same resonator),
requires time-division multiplexing (see also Chapter 7). To access one cell, its control
transistor is switched on. All the other cells on the same column must therefore have
their control transistors switched off (shown schematically in Fig. 5.1). During that
time, the charge will decay for all those devices, before they are readdressed. This
chapter summarizes the findings on charge retention. The longest period between
refreshing each cell is the retention time.

5.1

Mechanism of charge decay

One cell is schematically represented in Fig. 5.2. Column voltage Vcol passes through
the control transistor (in orange) and reaches the gate of the device. There is sourcedrain voltage Vds applied between its ohmic contacts, and Vg (blue) is the gate (in
blue) voltage. An equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5.2 b. The device is represented
as a resistor RG and capacitor CG in parallel (for more detail see Section 2.4). Here
these resistances and capacitances include all parasitic contributions from bond pads
and bond wires. Additionally, for an integrated version of the multiplexing chip, there
is a physical, so-called storage capacitor in parallel with the device (not shown in Fig.
5.2 b). The access transistor is assumed to act as a resistor with channel resistance
Racc . It depends on the gate voltage applied (not to be confused with VG : gate voltage
of the device). That gate voltage is given by Vrow - Vcol .
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Fig. 5.1 Refresh mechanism. A schematic of the access array is shown on the left and
the sequence of switching on the right. Each row is selected sequentially to access its
cells. All of the access transistors are then enabled (represented in green).

5.1.1

Steady-state

In a steady-state time t → ±∞, the capacitor is fully charged/discharged (Fig. 5.3a).
Current through the access transistor is the same as the gate leakage current. The
system behaves as a simple voltage divider. Gate voltage VG is therefore given by
Racc
VG = Vcol ·
+1
RG


−1

(5.1)

When the access transistor is in the off state, the resistance of its channel is large
ROFF
acc ∼ RG . Voltage arriving at the gate of the device VG is given by the ratio in Eq.
5.1. After switching access transistor on, Racc becomes small, such that RON
acc ≪ RG .
Then:
0
 ON✒ −1
Racc
VG = Vcol ·
+1
≈ Vcol
(5.2)
RG
The current through the data transistor is shown in Fig. 5.4 and traces are taken for
the off and on states of the access transistor.
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Fig. 5.2 Equivalent circuit schematics for one cell of the access array. Access transistor
(in orange) is represented as a resistor and the gate of the device with all parasitics(in
blue) as a resistor and capacitor in parallel. A storage capacitor, physically present for
the integrated version of the chip, is not shown.

5.1.2

Decay

Just after switching the access transistor off, the capacitor still holds its charge and
then begins discharging (Fig. 5.3b). Now the current through the device is iR + iC . It
is equal to the current through the channel of the access transistor i. Those currents
are given by:
VG
Vacc
dVG
, i C = CG
(5.3)
i = OFF , iR =
Racc
RG
dt
where the voltage drop across the access transistor is Vacc . Equating the currents
yields:
Vacc
VG
dVG
=
+ CG
.
(5.4)
OFF
Racc
RG
dt
Vacc is equivalent to Vcol - VG . Plugging in Eq. 5.4:
OFF
dVG
Racc
+ RG
Vcol
+ VG
= OFF
OFF
dt
RG Racc CG
Racc CG

(5.5)
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Fig. 5.3 Current in the system in a a: steady state and b: during the decay.
Solving Eq. 5.5 for VG gives:
Racc
+1
VG (t) = Vcol ·
RG


−1

Racc + RG
+ k · exp −
t
RG Racc CG




 

(5.6)

where k is an arbitrary constant. ROFF
acc was replaced by a more general Racc (Vcol ,
Vrow ). Since VG (0) ≈ Vcol (as in Eq. 5.2), k is:
k = −Vcol



Racc
+1
RG

−1



−1

(5.7)

Equation 5.6 then reads:
VG (t) = Vcol · γ + Vcol (γ − 1) · exp(−t/γRacc CG )
where γ is let to be:
γ=



Racc
+1
RG

−1

(5.8)

(5.9)

Assuming γ = 1 for t<0, equation 5.8 holds for all times. This simple model is therefore
the same as the one for discharging a resistor and capacitor in parallel, where γ is the
reciprocal of the time constant τ = RC. So far I assumed the gate resistance RG to be
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Fig. 5.4 Current through the device as a function of Vrow and Vcol . Traces along dashed
lines shown in b: Vrow = 1.1 V, access transistor is fully on for all values of Vcol , and
c: Vrow =0.4 V, access transistor is fully off for all values of Vcol .
independent of gate voltage. Since there is always some leakage current through the
gate [71–74], its resistance will vary with VG . The exact correlation is a still a subject
of investigation, way beyond the scope of this dissertation. For small voltages though,
leakage current density can be approximated as being exponential with VG [75–81].
Then the resistance with a small correction Rcorr
(VG ) = k1 e−k2 VG , where k1 and k2
G
are constants. Rcorr
(VG ) is maximum at zero gate voltage, and therefore k1 = Rmax
G
G ,
from now on simply written as RG . Since VG is small, first-order approximation is:
corr
RG
(VG ) = RG e−k2 VG ≈ RG (1 − k2 VG ).

(5.10)

Plugging the new expression for gate resistance to Eq. 5.5:
dVG
γ
k2
Vcol
+ VG
+ VG2
= OFF .
dt
CG
RG CG
Racc CG

(5.11)

I introduce two more constants β and ν, such that:
β=

k2
,
RG CG

ν=

Vcol
OFF
Racc CG

(5.12)
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Then Eq. 5.11 reads:

dVG
+ γ ′ VG + βVG2 = ν
(5.13)
dt
where γ’ is γ/CG . For no correction, k2 = 0, β = 0, it reduces to the form of Eq. 5.5.
The solution is given by:
µ · tan[ µ2 (A − t)] − γ
VG (t) =
2β

(5.14)

where A is an arbitrary constant and µ is:
q

µ = i γ 2 + 4βν

(5.15)

with imaginary unit i. Constant A is calculated as for the exponential model, assuming
VG (0) = Vcol . The final solution is then:
VG (t) =

µ
tan( µ2 t)
2β
2βVcol +γ
· tan( µ2 t)
µ

Vcol −
1+

(5.16)

A steady-state is reached when gate voltage stops changing, i.e. dVG /dt = 0. Then
from Eq. 5.16, VG (±∞):
VG = Vcol · √

2
γ −2 + 4Vcol Racc k2 + γ −1

(5.17)

and for no correction: k2 = 0, it reduces to Eq. 5.1.
Model assumptions
To summarize, I made the following assumptions when developing the models for decay:
1. The system can be modeled as in Fig 5.2. Access transistor can be represented
as a resistor with resistance Racc . The device itself is equivalent to a resistor and
capacitor in parallel.
2. Channel resistance Racc is a function of row Vrow and column Vcol voltages.
Voltage arriving at the gate of the access transistor is Vrow - Vcol . If that
difference is smaller than the threshold voltage, the access transistor is off if it is
larger, it is on.
3. Racc in the on state is negligible compared to the gate resistance RG . In the
off-state, they are both large.
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4. Gate resistance RG is constant (exponential model) or depends on gate voltage
VG (corrected model) such that Rcorr
≈ RG (1 - k2 VG ). The correction factor k2
G
depends on the physics of the gate, such as oxide thickness and material.
5. In a steady state, capacitor is fully charged/discharged and dVG /dt = 0. Before
switching the control transistor off, VG = Vcol . Long after it is switched off,
VG approaches a fraction of Vcol as in Eq. 5.1 (exponential model) or Eq. 5.17
(corrected model).
6. Time to charge the capacitor is negligible compared with the time to discharge.
7. Time to switch access transistor on or off is negligible. Therefore immediately
after the access transistor is switched on, column voltage reaches the device.

5.2

Results and analysis

First, I choose on and off values for the access transistor. As shown in Fig. 5.4, it is
fully on for all values of column voltage, above row voltages Von
row of 1.1 V and fully
off
off below Vrow 0.4 V. For an initial test, I select an even larger range: 0.2 V for Voff
row
on
and 1.5 V for Von
.
I
switch
the
control
transistor
on
(by
applying
1.5
V
V
),
and
row
row
measure the source-drain current IDS through the device as a function of the gate
voltage VG (Fig 5.5a). Column voltage Vcol in this regime is equivalent to gate voltage
(Eq. 5.2). Then I select one value of column voltage, in this case, 0.7 V, indicated with
a blue vertical line in Fig 5.5a. I keep the access transistor switched on. The current
I measure is 190 nA and it is constant while the access transistor remains opened.
It is indicated with a green region in Fig. 5.5b. A dashed blue line emphasizes the
equivalence of the current levels between the DC and time domains. After 0.1 seconds,
I switch off the transistor and allow the voltage to decay. I measure the source-drain
current as a function of time. This decay is shown in red in Fig 5.5b, terminating at
a red line indicating a complete discharge, followed by a dark region of zero current.
The red line also marks the position of the last Coulomb oscillation, equivalent to the
last (or first if looked at in gate voltage domain) electron loaded onto the device. I
define this moment as the retention time τ. Second assumption of the model is that the
resistance of the control transistor Racc is a function of Vrow - Vcol . As Von
row decreases
on
and Vcol increases, Racc becomes larger. Eventually approximation in third assumption
(and in Eq. 5.2) is no longer valid, and effective VG is lower than Vcol . This effect is
illustrated in Fig. 5.6. A ratio of VG to Vcol is plotted as a function of Von
row and Vcol .
on
For high values of Vrow , the access transistor remains fully active for all values of Vcol .
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Fig. 5.5 Charge decay. a: DC regime, the source-drain current measured as a function
of gate voltage VG , with access transistor always on. b: Same current measured as
a function of time. Initially, the access transistor is on, as in the DC regime. It is
highlighted in green. The current level is the same as in the left panel, as indicated by
the blue dashed line. Gate voltage VG is set to a fixed value (0.7 V, vertical blue line
in DC plot). After 0.1 s, the access transistor is switched off and the current traces
the same path but in reverse as the gate voltage decays. This is highlighted in red.
Finally, the last electron regime is reached (vertical red line), and the current is equal
to zero (dark region).
In Fig. 5.6b, current is plotted as a function of gate voltage and time. High value of
Von
row (in purple) corresponds to a current level matching the DC measurement at the
same Vcol (blue vertical line in Fig. 5.6b). Therefore the ratio of voltages is 100 %.
At the lower end of Von
row , ratio drops to below 85 %. This case is shown in green. In
the off-state analogously, higher Voff
row makes the channel of the access transistor less
resistive and therefore it ‘allows’ more VG to reach the device. In an extreme case,
the decay never occurs since the steady-state voltage is above the threshold and the
electron is allowed to be loaded permanently in the device. I plot the retention time τ
in Fig 5.7. Higher Voff
row and higher Vcol result in longer retention times. The latter is
true since the higher the starting voltage, the longer it takes for it to fully decay. To
ensure one-to-one ratio of VG to Vcol , I select highest Von
row (1.5 V) for all data points
off
in Fig 5.7. To illustrate the effect of Vrow , I fix the value of Vcol to 0.9 V and measure
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Fig. 5.6 Effect of Von
row on the decay. a: Ratio of VG to Vcol as a function of Vcol and
on
Vrow . At lower values of Von
row , when Vcol becomes too high, resistance of the access
transistor Racc is large enough to bring the ratio down. Source-drain current at high
(purple) and low (green) Von
row shown in b at Vcol = 0.9 V. For ratios approaching 100%,
the current level corresponds to the one in DC regime.
the decay of source-drain current at high Voff
row = 0.7 V (in purple), and low = 0.2 V
(in green). This is shown in Fig 5.7b. I test both models against the experimental
data. I compare current levels with the DC data. By matching IDS (VG ) to IDS (t) I
extract VG (t). One such extracted function is plotted in black in Fig. 5.8a. Then I fit
the exponential (in yellow), and corrected (in blue) models. Using VG (t) obtained
from those fits, I look up the corresponding IDS value from a measurement. Hence I
reconstruct the decay and I plot it against the experimental data (in black) in Fig.
5.8b. To benchmark the quality of each fit, I calculate a mean squared error (MSE) of
the distance between the curves in Fig. 5.8b.
Discussion
In summary, the model proved successful in predicting the trend of the system. High
off
Von
row ensures Vcol ≈ VG for all values of Vcol used. For high Vcol and high Vrow , retention
time τ is the longest. An average for all devices is 0.36 s with one standard deviation
off
± 0.2 s, using Voff
row = 0.7 V and Vcol = 0.9 V. For a lowest Vrow = 0.2 V and the same
Vcol , average τ is 0.094 ± 0.03 s. By reconstructing decay curves and computing the
distance between the original data, I calculate the error for both models. The ratio
of MSE of the corrected model to the exponential is 0.78 on average with a standard
deviation of 0.24. It indicated an improvement, even at the basic assumption on gate
leakage current and its first-order approximation. To make time-multiplexing viable
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Fig. 5.7 Effect of Voff
row on the decay. a: Retention time τ as a function of Vcol and
off
Vrow . At higher values of Voff
row , resistance of the access transistor Racc is lower and
ratio of VG to Vcol higher; this is the same phenomenon as demonstrated in Fig. 5.6,
which in turn increases τ . Source-drain current at high (purple) and low (green) Voff
row
shown in b at Vcol = 0.9 V. Retention time indicated with vertical black lines.
for quantum computing, both Racc and RG must be increased, with high ratio of Roff
row
to RG maintained. It could be achieved by a modified manufacturing process, different
from the industrial standard by increased thickness of the gate oxide.
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Fig. 5.8 Model fitting. a: Gate voltage VG as a function of time. The black curve
is obtained from data, by matching current levels in DC and temporal domains.
Exponential (in yellow) and corrected (in blue) model fits are also shown. b: Sourcedrain current as a function of time. Experimentally measured decay in black is compared
with curves reconstructed using VG (t) from the models. Colors as in a.

Chapter 6
Dispersive readout and its
optimization
In this chapter, I explore the capabilities of a two-dimensional access array for readout
using reflectometry techniques. I compare results from DC and dispersive domains.
Then, I present an optimization process, and improvements that it yields quantified as
a signal to noise ratio and Q factor increase.

6.1

Readout demonstration

Recalling Eq. 2.14 and 2.15 the energy of thie DQD system can be written as:
E± =

1√ 2
ϵ + ∆c2
2

(6.1)

Coupling ∆c can be extracted as FWHM of (∂ΓCdevice )
as it changes across the
ϵ=0
ICT. This procedure is shown in Fig. 6.1 and yields ∆c in the range of hundreds
µeV (using α ≈ = 0.2-0.7, estimated from Coulomb diamonds as in Section 4.1 and
previous results in identical devices). Since energy is related to frequency through
E = hf, tunnel rate can be estimated as ∆c/2h and gives tens of GHz. It is an order
of magnitude higher than the resonance frequency, and therefore assumption in Eq.
2.21 holds.
At zero detuning, quantum capacitance becomes:
±
Cquantum
(ϵ = 0) = ∓(eα′ )2

1
2∆c

(6.2)
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Fig. 6.1 Extracting coupling ∆c . Dispersive signal as a function of gate voltages VB1
and VB2 . A trace is taken along one of the ICTs (light blue). Then, after translating
into a detuning basis, its FWHM is obtained from a Lorentzian fit (orange).
Using the previous result, quantum capacitance is estimated to be tens of aF. Since
the characteristic frequency of the circuit depends on its impedance, which in this
case depends on Cquantum , the change in the latter can be observed directly. When
the gate voltage is varied, the resonance frequency shifts with additional capacitance.
Its magnitude is not relevant, instead, the position of the dip is of significance. It is
this frequency shift that results in the change of the reflection coefficient when probed
at the constant frequency. The highest sensitivity is achieved at the resonance. To
demonstrate this principle, I use a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The resonator
is connected to one of the gates of the device (see also 6.5). I vary row voltage Vrow
and measure the position of the dip (lowest magnitude of reflection) for a range of
frequencies. The result is shown in Fig. 6.2. Initially, the position of the dip is located
at f0 . A significant shift is observed around Vrow = 0.7 V, which corresponds to the
threshold voltage of the control transistor. When it switches on, the resonator ‘sees’
an entire load after the control transistor. All of this additional impedance results in a
dispersive shift.
I switch the control transistor on and sweep the gate voltage of the device to
measure the fluctuations in frequency using the VNA. Since the source of the control
transistor is also the column voltage, varying it, affects the channel resistivity and
can even turn it off (see also Section 5.1.1). Even though at high row voltage it is
not sensitive to small variations of column voltage, I choose to vary the other gate
instead. This way, there is no doubt whether the frequency shift is induced by the
control transistor as in Fig. 6.2. Instead, it comes from the state of the device itself,
more specifically charge occupancy on each of the dots. I record the shift in the dip
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Fig. 6.2 Shift in resonance frequency with row voltage. a: Change in the magnitude of
reflected signal as a function of frequency and row voltage. A dip at f0 is lowered when
the control transistor switches on, and the impedance of the remaining components is
added. b:A trace of the position of the dip relative to f0 .
position as a function of gate voltage (Fig. 6.3a). The mechanism is shown in Fig.
6.3b. For gate voltage corresponding to the change in capacitance in the DQD system,
resonance frequency (also corresponding to the minimum reflection) shifts from f0 to
f’0 . I trace the position of the minimum in the reflection directly. Normally, I do not
use the VNA, instead, I probe at a fixed frequency. I send in an RF signal of frequency
f0 , which initially is the resonance. Then I measure the magnitude of the reflection
(Fig. 6.3c). This approach is visualized in Fig. 6.3d. Minimum in Γ occurs at f0 . After
a shift to f’0 , reflection changes (pink arrow at f0 and blue in f’0 . In Fig. 6.3a and c,
yellow stars mark the positions of Coulomb peaks to emphasize the equivalence of both
methods.
A comparison of the same stability map in both DC and dispersive regimes is
displayed below for a double-split-gate device (see also Section 7.3).
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Fig. 6.3 Equivalence of two methods of dispersive readout. a: Change in the position
of a minimum (dip) in the magnitude of the reflected signal as a function of the gate
voltage of the device, relative to the base resonance frequency f0 (as in 6.2). Coulomb
peaks are indicated with stars. b: A mechanism of the readout in a. Dip initially
located at f0 (pink) shifts to f’0 (blue). c: Change in the magnitude of the reflected
signal as a function of gate voltage; readout at f0 . Coulomb peaks are indicated with
stars. d: A mechanism of readout in c. The signal is sent at frequency f0 (pink arrow
up). Initially, reflection is at a minimum (pink arrow down). After a shift to f’0 , the
signal sent at f0 gives a much larger reflection (blue arrow down).

6.2

Optimization

The control transistor must be switched on to enable readout, and the required threshold
voltage increases with Vcol (see Chapter 5 for a detailed treatment). Just as in the DC
regime, this consideration is crucial for RF. The required voltage is indicated in green
as the ‘ON’ region. Any voltage below ‘OFF’ would not allow the signal through. The
procedure of finding the most optimal voltage for the control transistor is shown in Fig.
6.5 and Fig. 6.6. Those plots were taken for a device with gate separation too large to
allow for a DQD structure. Coulomb peaks can be seen for both dots independently
(see also Section 4.2.1). I connect the top gate of a single-split-gate device to the access
array (Fig. 6.5). The other gate (bottom) is connected directly to the bond pad on the
PCB. I fix VB and measure reflection as a function of row and column voltage (Fig.
6.5b).
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Fig. 6.4 A comparison of DC and RF regime stability maps. a: source-drain current
as a function of gate voltages. b: ‘I’ component of the reflected signal as a function of
gate voltages, at f0 = 6127 MHz.

Fig. 6.5 The procedure of choosing row voltage for a single split-gate-device.a: ‘I’
component of Γ as a function of VT and VB . b: A trace at constant VB voltage (light
blue) as a function of row voltage. Measured at f0 = 6350 MHz. A circuit schematic
shown below. Bondwires connecting the access array and PCB pads are colored gray.
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Fig. 6.6 The procedure of choosing row voltage. a: ‘I’ component of Γ as a function
of Vrow and VG . b: Panels with traces at constant Vrow voltage (light blue) as a
function of gate voltage along Vrow = 0.5 (red), 1 (yellow), and 1.5 V (green). RF
frequency was set to 6280 MHz. They correspond to the control transistor being off,
initially on, but then below the threshold at higher column voltages, and fully on for
all column voltages respectively.
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Setup tuning

After choosing a suitable voltage for Vrow , an appropriate microwave power must be
selected on the source. The LO diode in IQ demodulator must be operated at +15dBm.
This imposes a requirement on power leaving the splitter, as in Fig. 3.6. Attenuators
are chosen for the maximum delivery of power to the sample. If the power is too high,
thermal broadening occurs from the energy transferred by the RF signal. The width of
Coulomb peaks is directly proportional to the temperature of the system. By recording
those peaks as a function of power I spot the region of power broadening, as in Fig.
6.7. An optimal value is just below that region.

Fig. 6.7 Power broadening. a: Source-drain current as a function of gate voltage and
microwave power for selected three Coulomb peaks. b: Relative change of width of the
middle peak.
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Chip proximity

To increase the sensitivity of the dispersive readout, the contribution of the parametric
capacitance in the total impedance of the device needs to be maximized. One way to
achieve it is by decreasing parasitic inductance and capacitance. By bringing chips
(highlighted in dark blue) together as in Fig. 6.8, the length of the bond wires (light
blue) is shortened. For each millimeter of wire, approximately 1 nH of parasitic
inductance is added. It can be visualized as an additional inductor placed in between
the π and D regions in Fig. ??. Also, by decreasing the size of the metal pads that
chips are in contact with, parasitic capacitance is reduced.

Fig. 6.8 Bringing devices closer together to decrease parasitics. a: Γ as a function of
gate voltages VB2 and VT2 . Picture of chips fixed and bonded on the PCB. Multiplexing
(M) and quantum (Q) chips labeled. Bond wires relevant for RF readout are indicated
in light blue. b: Same measurements with chips closer together.
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Parasistics and frequency overlap

The higher frequency resonator has a smaller-valued inductor. The shift due to
parasitics is relatively larger than for the lower frequency resonator, and therefore there
is a risk of overlap. If the contribution to the total impedance from the inductance
of bond wires is decreased, this effect is even more pronounced. I wire-bond two
single-split-gate devices to different rows and columns of the access array. When
only one of the control transistors is switched on at a time, a signal is read from
its corresponding cell, as expected (Fig. 6.9). In the example shown, both devices
are measured at the same frequency f0 . Therefore when both control transistors are
activated, their corresponding features can be measured simultaneously (Fig. 6.10).
Ordinarily, due to the modest Q factors of the resonators, and therefore quite broad
bandwidth, there is some overlap to be expected. However, in this severe case, it is not
possible to separate the two. When the frequency is increased to some f+ , the signal
corresponding to the lower-frequency resonator disappears, as expected. On the other
hand, at lower frequency f− both signals are still present (Fig. 6.11). The situation
thus resembles more the one shown in Fig. 6.12b, than the normally expected left one
(Fig. 6.12a).
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Fig. 6.9 Dispersive readout of two devices connected to the access array. The magnitude
of the reflected signal as a function of gate voltages, with a trace at one of the voltages
fixed shown in blue. With only one control transistor activated, each device can be
measured individually. a: First device connected to the first cell (row 1, column 1)
of the array, corresponding to the lower-frequency (red) resonator. b: Second device,
connected to the cell on the second row and second column, corresponding to the
higher-frequency (green) resonator.
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Fig. 6.10 a: Same measurement as in 6.9. Some Coulomb peaks are highlighted for
each device with a color corresponding to a resonator it is connected to (green or red).
b: Both control transistors in the on state, resulting in a superposition of signals from
both devices, when measured at the overlap frequency f0 .
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Fig. 6.11 As in 6.10, at f0 , signals from both devices are superimposed when both control
transistors are switched on. Increasing frequency to f+ makes the signal corresponding
to the lower-frequency resonator disappear as expected. At lower frequency f− , however,
both signals are still visible, making them inseparable and rendering FDM impossible.

Fig. 6.12 Schematic representation of the frequency overlap. a: Normal case, where
the overlap is far enough from resonance. b: the case for measurement in 6.11. At
higher frequency, only the signal from the higher-frequency (green) resonator is
resolved, but both signals are measured at lower frequencies. The response of the
lower-frequency (red) resonator is enveloped by the higher one.
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Signal-to-noise ratio study

I measure the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to assess the improvement after all the
aforementioned considerations. Since sensitivity depends on the quality factor (Eq.
3.3), I also compare the quality factors, before and after. Using VNA, I measure Γ
and fit the Lorentzian squared curve (Fig. 6.13). Q factor is extracted as fres /FWHM,
with resonance frequency fres and FWHM given by the fit (orange). Then, I measure
the SNR. First, I plot the magnitude of Γ as a function of gate voltages and take a
trace with one of them fixed (Fig. 6.14 for before and Fig. 6.15 for after configuration
respectively). This trace is shown in Fig. 6.14b and Fig. 6.15 with fit in orange. A
ratio of the amplitude of that fit to the standard deviation of the noise of the trace is
SNR. These results are summarized in a table 6.1. I also measure the SNR in the after
configuration as a function of the integration time. At 200 ms, the improvement is of
an order of magnitude, higher than the previously measured intrinsic version of the
same device [36], proving the substantial contribution of the setup to the quality of
readout. The Q factor is also higher, almost triple the initial one.

Fig. 6.13 A magnitude of the reflected signal as a function of frequency (black) with a
squared Lorentzian fit (orange) for a: before and b: after configuration.
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Fig. 6.14 SNR extraction for the before setup. a: Magnitude of the reflected signal
as a function of gate voltages. b: A trace along one of the Coulomb peaks in black,
with a fit in orange. Fit is comprised of c: a peak itself, from which the amplitude
is estimated, and d: the background, or noise (in black). Lines of ± one standard
deviation σ also shown.

Measured Parameters

Configuration

Unit

Before

After

Amplitude A

5.56

98.4

[mV]

S.D. of noise σ

1.41

2.17

[mV]

44

121

-

2.56

69.8

-

Q factor
SNR

Table 6.1 A summary of SNR analysis for ‘before’ and ‘after’ setups. Values given for
peak amplitude A and standard deviation σ. A significant improvement in both SNR
and Q factors is observed after optimization.
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Fig. 6.15 SNR extraction for the after setup, procedure is identical to the one described
in Fig. 6.14.

Fig. 6.16 A log-scale plot of SNR as a function of integration time for the after
configuration.
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Discussion
In summary, I presented the results on RF reflectometry readout and its optimization.
To improve the signal quality I adjusted several parameters. First, I selected a
sufficiently high Vrow for the signal to reach the DUT. I chose the highest MW power
possible before the broadening occurred. Chips were brought closer together for
cointegration. That minimized the length of bond wires and in turn, added parasitics.
However, because of a shift due to the additional inductance, there was a frequency
overlap. The best approach would involve the use of a slightly longer bond wire to
offset one of the frequencies. To quantitatively compare the two setups, I measured the
SNR and quality factors. I found an improvement of the order of magnitude, surpassing
even the previous result in the integrated architecture.

Chapter 7
Time- and Frequency-division
multiplexing
As mentioned in 1.1, multiplexing, both in time and frequency, leads to reduction of
lines needed for readout and control. That in turn decreases the power dissipation and
footprint. In this chapter I present results on multiplexing, using on-chip transistors,
as well as cointegrated devices. The idea of multiplexing is schematically shown in 7.1.
For frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), signals with different frequencies, colored
red, green, and yellow, are sent towards the device. Each tank circuit will only pick
up its respective resonance frequency. The reflected signal is then separated using
the circuit shown in Fig. 3.6. For time-division multiplexing (TDM), a pulse in row
voltage Vrow is sent to gates of the control transistors. That turns them on and off
sequentially, allowing each row to be accessed independently.

7.1

Operation time constraints

As explained in Chapter 2, computing is performed at low electron numbers, and
throughout the duration of each operation, this number must remain fixed. Coherence
time is the restriction on how long can be spent per operation. The ultimate limit is
the charge retention time, such that:
Toperation < Tcoherence < Tretention

(7.1)

where each time T represents a total duration for the entire system. For one qubit, its
operation is comprised of three steps: initialization τinitialize , calculation τcalculate , and
readout τread . For multiple qubits, the number of possible states and therefore the time
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Fig. 7.1 Schematic representation of an idea behind TDM and FDM. Signals of different
frequencies (in red, green, and yellow) are sent to the device and then their reflection
coefficients are measured. Row voltages are applied sequentially to switch rows on and
off.
of calculation increases exponentially. Now the state of a system is a superposition
of all individual qubits. Assuming that the minimum requirement for calculation is
to have at least all qubits entangled, Tcalculate = TCNOT , time to apply a CNOT gate.
Therefore, retention time is merely an upper limit, with the actual maximum time
spent per qubit would be orders of magnitude shorter.

7.2

Time-division multiplexing

For the initial demonstration, I am concerned only with retaining the last electron in
on-chip transistors. I apply a pulse Vrow to the gate of the control transistor. The on
and off voltages are chosen as in Section 5.1.1. For a peak width of 100 ms, the control
transistor is switched on, and Vcol1 of 0.7 V is applied to the gate of the measured
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transistor. After 100 ms, the control transistor is switched off and gate voltage allowed
to decay, tracing in reverse the I-V curve. By investigating the shape of this current
curve of the cell on the second row and first column, consecutive Coulomb peaks can
be identified (Fig. 7.2b). Then, I decrease the voltage, until only one electron can be
measured before the decay (Fig. 7.2c. I also decrease the period of the pulse, such that
the complete decay does not occur before the next peak is reapplied (Fig. 7.3). For a
single device, the width of the peak is irrelevant (assuming time to charge the control
transistor is negligible), as long as the temporal spacing between consecutive peaks is
small enough to prevent the decay. For multiple devices, the decay of an entire system
must be considered. Time spent in the on state for one device is equal to the time
other devices are in the off state and their gate voltages are decaying. Hence, I adjust
the peak width, such that two devices can be operated within the same timescale.
The procedure of finding the column voltage and period for the second device (first
column - same as the first device, and first row) is identical, shown in Fig. 7.4, where
source-drain current IDS is measured separately for each of the devices. The peak width
of one pulse is equal to the spacing between the peaks of the other. Applying those
pulses simultaneously allows for sequential readout of both devices on this column:
time-division multiplexing (Fig. 7.5).

Fig. 7.2 Tuning column voltage for single-electron retention. a: Schematic representation of the device and pulse sent to the gate of the control transistor. b: Source-drain
current of the measured device as a function of time. The control transistor is switched
off at 100 ms. Four Coulomb peaks are marked in green, yellow, blue, and orange.
c: Same measurement, but at a lower column voltage. Now only the first electron is
loaded (orange) before the current decays to zero (gray).
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Fig. 7.3 Tuning pulse period and peak width. a: Schematic representation of the pulse
in Vrow2 . b: Intermediate stage with a shorter period, and some decay is still visible.
c: Decay no longer occurs at the timescale of each period.

Fig. 7.4 Maintaining single electron in two devices. a: First device with its schematics
below. b: Second device on the same column, and different row.
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Fig. 7.5 Time-division multiplexing for two on-chip devices. a Both devices with their
corresponding pulses are applied separately. b: Simultaneous application of both pulse
forms. Time spent in the off state of the control transistor is colored gray.
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So far, all the measurements involved reading the source-drain current. To demonstrate a dispersive readout, I employ two external devices. They are finFETs with
a single split-gate. I wire-bond the bottom gate of the first device (1B) and the top
gate of the second (2T) to the access array as in Fig. 7.6. Now the first device is
connected to the first column and first row. It can be probed dispersively at the
frequency corresponding to the resonance of the first (red) resonator. The second
device is measured at a higher frequency, using the second (green) resonator. Being on
distinct rows, they can be accessed sequentially with time-varying pulses applied to
the gate of their corresponding control transistor, as previously demonstrated. The

Fig. 7.6 Layout for TDM experiment, with two cointegrated devices. Each of them
is an identical finFET transistor with a single-split gate. One of those gates on each
device is wire-bonded to the access array. Its color corresponds to the resonator used
to probe it. Gates marked in blue are connected to DC lines on the PCB, and constant
voltage is applied to them.
dispersive readout is performed as before (see Chapter 6). The gate voltage is ramped
while a high-frequency signal close to the resonance is applied. The other gate is
connected to a DC source Fig. 7.7.
I record Coulomb oscillations in both devices. I plot the reflection coefficient (its ‘I’
component) as a function of gate voltages. DQD structure cannot be seen, since the
gates, separation is too large to allow it (see Section 4.2.1). Sweep is performed for
each value of DC voltage on the other gate and a two-dimensional diagram is created.
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Fig. 7.7 Layout for TDM experiment, with two cointegrated devices. Red/Green
indicates the resonator, and therefore its characteristic frequency used for readout.
Control transistors are shown in orange.
For multiplexing in time, a high-frequency signal from the first microwave source is
superimposed on a much slower ramp in Vcol1 and sent to the bottom gate of the
first device (1B). The voltage on the control transistor of the first row switches it on
and allows for readout. The second row is unavailable for dispersive readout with
its control transistor switched off. Therefore, the modulation only reaches gate 1B,
and the difference in reflection is picked up on one of the channels of an oscilloscope.
Then, Vrow1 is set to low, switching off the first control transistor, and blocking any
signal traveling down to 1B. At the same time, the second row is activated. Now, the
voltage of the second column Vcol2 is ramped up and reaches gate 2T. On top of it, the
signal from the second microwave source is sent, and the reflection is read on the other
channel of the oscilloscope. After each step, DC voltage is stepped for both 1T and 2B,
and the procedure is repeated. The result is shown in Fig. 7.7. Column voltages are
90 degrees out of phase, with the second column voltage lagging. This is to ensure the
positive time axis is also the positive voltage, otherwise, the second half of the readout
(shown in green) would be mirror reflected. It is also possible to apply distinct ranges
for column voltages, as well as different sets of DC voltages to the other gates (1T and
2B). Here all of the above are the same, without any loss of generality. Moreover, it
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demonstrates operation at the same voltage region for both devices which is desirable
for large-scale architecture.

7.3

Frequency-division multiplexing

For multiplexing in frequency, the signal is applied from two different microwave
sources at the same time. To ensure each demodulator picks up only the frequency
corresponding to the resonator it connects to, there must be no signal leakage. For
that reason, attenuators are added to the line between the second source and the first
demodulator as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Two bottom gates of a double-split-gate device are wire-bonded to the access array,
as shown in Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10. The other two gates are not relevant for this
measurement and are left grounded. For this configuration, there are quantum dots
formed in series underneath B1 and B2. A set of all transitions sensed by one must be
the same for the other. Since both gates are connected to different resonators, any of
them can be used for the dispersive readout and should yield a similar result.
I switch on the control transistor (this time both gates share one on the same row)
and ramp B1 voltage. Because of the symmetry, any of the gates could be ramped, I
simply chose this one. Then the other gate, in this case: B2, has DC voltage applied
to it. Then B2 voltage is stepped and the sweep is repeated. Probing the signal at
two different frequencies (indicated with red and green), reveals a DQD pattern, as in
Fig. 7.11. Reflection in form of ‘I’ and ‘Q’ component for the first (red), and second
(green) resonator respectively is recorded on separate channels of the oscilloscope. The
difference, in contrast, arises due to different Q factors and signal-to-noise ratios of the
resonators. Additionally, there is a slight misalignment between two gates, meaning
one has a higher lever arm γ.
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Fig. 7.8 Time-division multiplexing, a dispersive readout for the cointegrated layout.
‘I’ component of the reflected signal is measured as a function of gate voltages. The
sequence of row voltage and column voltage switching is shown below, all changing in
time. Circuit schematic from 7.7 is shown again on the right.
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Fig. 7.9 Layout for FDM experiment using double-split gate device. Both bottom gates
B1 and B2 are wire bonded to two cells of the access array. Cells share the row, and
therefore control transistors, however, they are on different columns.

Fig. 7.10 Layout for FDM experiment using double-split gate device. Red/Green
indicates the resonator, and therefore its characteristic frequency used for readout.
Control transistors are shown in orange.
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Fig. 7.11 Frequency-division multiplexing, the dispersive readout on a cointegrated
architecture. QDs form underneath gates B1 and B2, and both of them have the same
set of transitions. Reflected signal (its ‘I’ component) from the first resonator (red) is
recorded on the first channel of the oscilloscope. On the second channel, the signal
traveling through the second resonator (green) is measured. Both dots are sensitive to
all transitions. A characteristic honeycomb structure is marked with electron
occupancy indicated.
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Simultaneous FDM and TDM

A demonstration of a simultaneous frequency- and time-division multiplexing is shown
in Fig. 7.12 [36]. It combines all the ideas introduced for the previous experiments.
Column voltages are ramped and control transistors on two rows are switched on and
off to enable readout. Four on-chip transistors are measured dispersively. Source-drain
bias VDS is applied to each of the devices. Column voltage Vcol1 has the same range
for both devices on the first row but takes a different value for devices on the third
row. Row voltages Vrow2 and Vrow3 are alternated as before. Due to low inter-device
variability, all voltage ranges are similar. Additionally, all Coulomb oscillations have
comparable slopes in VDS - VG space. Every measurement matches the one recorded
with just its corresponding transistor [36].
Discussion
This chapter summarizes the results on multiplexing. First, time-domain multiplexing
in integrated devices is demonstrated. I measured the current as a function of gate
voltage simultaneously in two individual transistors. Then I recorded Coulomb peaks
in two split-gate devices, through a dispersive readout. Next, two gates of the double
split-gate finFET were connected to two different columns of the access array. This
allowed for a dispersive measurement at distinct frequencies - FDM. Finally, I included
a demonstration of a combined time and frequency domain multiplexing on the planar
MOSFETs of the two-dimensional access array.
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Fig. 7.12 Simultaneous time- and frequency-division multiplexing on the on-chip
devices. Switching pattern of Vrow1 and Vrow2 is plotted as a function of time, together
with the sequence in Vcol1 and Vcol2 . A schematics of the circuit is shown on the right,
with control transistors colored orange [36].

Chapter 8
Conclusions & further work
I investigated a two-dimensional access array as a means for expansible readout management for quantum computing. I analyzed two versions, one with quantum devices
integrated, and one suited for cointegration. I assessed the viability of using those
devices as potential singlet-triplet qubits. I summarized the findings and challenges on
time- and frequency-domain multiplexing.
First, I demonstrated spin blockade and its lifting in a double-split-gate finFET
device 4.2.2. In those experiments, I estimated T1 to be 27 µs. This value was
underestimated due to a high-pass filter on the old version of the PCB. I designed and
fabricated a new PCB, suitable to use with the access array and capable of sending
pulses of period up to 1 s.
Then I measured both classical and quantum parameters of commercially-available
transistors, integrated with the access array. I benchmarked those results against the
custom-made quantum device. Despite their shortcomings (higher DIBL, lower SS, and
resistances), they operated at similar threshold voltages (Table 4.1 and 4.2). Moreover,
I observed low inter-device variability. Coulomb blockade occurred and quantum dots
were present in all nine transistors (Fig. 4.6).
Afterward, I investigated a mechanism of charge decay (Section 5.2). I proposed a
small correction to a simple RC exponential decay and listed the assumption of the
model used for the analysis. I varied column voltage and on and off voltages of the
access transistor. Results confirmed the assumptions of the model. Additionally, the
version with correction provides a better fit to the experimental data.
Then, I turned to the dispersive readout. I demonstrated its equivalence to the
DC regime. I used two methods of probing the frequency shift. I measured the shift
directly using a vector network analyzer (VNA) and then a change in the reflection
magnitude, and obtained the same result 6.3. I explained the process of optimizing the
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readout by an appropriate choice of control transistor voltage, power on the microwave
source, and chip proximity on the PCB (Section 6.2). Some challenges arose, such as
frequency overlap (Section 6.2.3). I managed to improve the overall quality of readout
significantly: Q factor was nearly tripled and signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) increased by
an order of magnitude (Table 6.1), surpassing even that previously reported in an
integrated version of the same access array [36].
Finally, I used time- and frequency-division multiplexing on both integrated and
integrated versions of the access array, using different device architectures. I also
presented a simultaneous TDM and FDM readout on the same array, from [36].
In summary, I conclude the use of the access array is advantageous for large-scale
applications. It provides a possibility of embedding more sophisticated devices easily,
TDM and FDM interfaces and therefore moving one step closer to a scalable readout
of qubits.
Future considerations
There are several possible improvements to the results presented in this thesis. First, all
components of the access array could be present on the same chip. It would eliminate
unexpected parasitics and device failures due to bonding, at the cost of lower flexibility
offered by cointegration. On the other hand, currently, the entire setup must be tuned
manually. Devices with smaller inter-variability would be faster to optimize. This
process could also be aided by the use of machine learning for a significant speedup.
Additionally, an entire readout circuit could be also put on the same chip, and such
architectures have already been used for TDM and FDM (as mentioned in Section
1.1). Using higher quality access transistors and quantum devices could dramatically
increase the retention time and make it more viable for quantum computing. In the
same way, better RF circuitry, such as superconductive inductors, will increase Q
factors by orders of magnitude. That in turn would allow for a finer FDM, with more
frequencies available in the same bandwidth. For all those improvements, temperature
and power management remain an issue. In the short-medium term, they should be
addressed for those architectures to become viable.
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Appendix A
Device handling and precautions
I find that cointegration is a delicate process, and often leads to devices failing. I
include reports on bonding and precautionary measures I took to ensure they do not
get damaged while handling.

A.1

Bonding

I use a fresh multiplexing device and a double-split gate MOSQUITO die from wafer
19 (see Appendix C). I thin GEvarnish with isopropanol or ethanol and apply it to
the PCB with a toothpick. Then, using plastic tweezers I fix both devices, pressing
gently and firmly. I wait for approximately 1 - 1.5h for GEvarnish to solidify and then
I perform the bonding. I am at all times grounded to the metal box with a wrist band
(see also Fig. A.1a). PCB frame and all gates share the same ground. Additionally, I
connect the box to the ground plug of the mains. I wear nitrile gloves throughout the
entire process to prevent contamination and electrostatic discharge. I use an Al-Si 17.5
µm wire and the bonder is set to (Power, Force, Time) 1.95/2.2/2 on the first bond
and 2.2/2.2/2 on the second. After the bonding is finished, I carry the box and PCB to
the room with the dilution refrigerator. I use an indoor route. I screw in a grounding
plug to the puck and connect it to the box, such that they now share ground. I install
the frame with the PCB inside the puck. Next, I connect all the RF wires. It is shown
in Fig. A.1. Finally, I disconnect the circular connector from the box and immediately
connect it to the puck. Next, I put an outer shield on the puck and move it to the RT
stand. I screw it in. I connected myself to the metal part of the stand and remove the
grounding plug. At all times, the RT breakout box has all the switches set to ground
and all the sources are set to 0 V (Figure A.2). I connect gates T1 and T2 of the
double-split-gate MOSQUITO to SMU (Keithley) and measure current while varying
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Fig. A.1 Transport to the puck. a: Sample in the bonding room. b: Sample transported
to the room with dilution refrigerator. c: Frame mounted in the puck. d: RF wires
connected.
voltage (Fig. A.3a and Fig. A.3b). Both display ohmic response, corresponding to a 20
kΩ resistor, which equals to the sum of resistors in the PCB itself, therefore indicating
a short. Then I apply voltage to T1 (T2) and measure current out of T2 (T1), shown
in Fig. A.3c and Fig. A.3d respectively.
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Fig. A.2 Moving the puck to the room temperature stand and removing the grounding
plug. a: Puck on the table. b: Puck mounted in the room temperature stand. c:
Removing the grounding plug. d: Grounding plug removed.
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Fig. A.3 Leakage test using SMU (a and b), T1-T2 current c and T2-T1 current d.
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Debugging

To identify the source of the leakage and device breakage, I tested all of the elements
of the setup. First, I checked the PCB. All DC and RF lines work as expected. I
examined all the wires and DC sources/multimeters with dummy resistors and a
handheld multimeter. To test the connections inside the dilution refrigerator, I wirebonded all the contacts on the PCB and inserted it into the puck. I pushed in the rods
to load it and ungrounded the room temperature breakout box. I tested the connection
between the two boxes with screws inside and the same ports ungrounded. I then
tested several MOSQUITO devices for leakage between gates and found that 2S24-1,
2S25-1, and 2S26-1 from wafer 19, all show leakage between T1 and T2, B1 and B2,
or both. 2S27-1 showed no leakage, I assumed the leakage to ohmic contacts is also
not present and proceeded to bond. I observed T1 and B2 independently switching on
the channel. There was still zero leakage between the gates. After removing the bond
wires I only observed T1 leakage to ohmic contacts (no leakage for B2). To verify that
the wire-bonding is not an issue, I used a probe station before bonding (shown in Fig.
A.4). I carefully lowered metal needles to touch the device bond pads directly and
repeated previous measurements. To test the setup, I turned to other devices with a
simple architecture. There were single-gate finFETs (CEA-LETI TOLOP) devices. I
bonded five of them: P8-5, P8-6, P8-7, P9-4, P9-5. I have tested their behavior with
the probe station and then again inside the puck, after wire-bonding. All of them
behaved just as expected for p-type transistors. Source-drain current increased as a
function of gate voltage and for the negative value of source-drain bias, it reversed.
There was no current for positive gate voltages and below threshold (approximately
0.4-0.5 V).
Then I moved to the MOSQUITO devices from wafer 15: 2S21-2, 2S22-2, 2S24-2,
2S25-2 (Fig. A.5, Fig. A.6, Fig. A.7, Fig. A.8). I measured them at the probe
station. I tested all leakages: every gate to ohmic contacts and every pair of gates.
I saw no leakage for 2S25-2. I proceeded to bond with a new multiplexing device.
With everything else grounded, I saw leakage between T1 and the ground. No leakage
was measured between T1 and source and drain. With control lines switched on, B1
(connected to col 2, row 2) showed leakage to the ground when measured with an SMU.
Upon inserting the device into the fridge, I repeated the same measurement at 75K.
There was no current for any combination of the gates. I unloaded the sample and
repeated the same DC measurement and saw no current for any combination of the
gates. Upon inspection, I found one of the bond wires peeled off.
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Fig. A.4 Probe station used for testing the leakages before bonding.

Fig. A.5 Probe station leakage test for 2S21-2 device.
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Fig. A.6 Probe station leakage test for 2S22-2 device.

Fig. A.7 Probe station leakage test for 2S24-2 device.
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Fig. A.8 Probe station leakage test for 2S25-2 device.
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Final remarks

Devices failed frequently, most often I observed a leakage from one of the gates to
ohmic contacts, or codependence of two or more gates in double-split-gate devices. I
verified my setup: components such as PCB, wiring, and DC devices. Even though the
probe station is an effective tool for debugging, I found, devices often get damaged.
Despite the extreme caution I applied, sometimes gate oxide gets punctured. It can be
seen for example in Fig. A.6a. Initially, the T2 gate does not switch the device on, and
a combination of T1 and T2 does. Then, the T1 gate alone switches on the channel,
earlier than both gates combined. Because of the order, I measure the current (T2 only,
T2 and T1, T1), I conclude that T1 was initially working and then got damaged during
lowering/raising of the needle. I stopped using the probe station and wire-bonded as
before. To minimize the risk of an electrostatic discharge, I was grounded at all times,
as described in Section A.1. Additionally, to prevent a short moment the device was
not grounded during the switch from the grounding box to the puck, I used a much
longer DC wire (Fig. A.9). That way, the device was always connected and shared
ground with the puck. Because of the risk of the bond-wire peeling off, I used slightly
longer (around 5% longer than the absolute minimum needed for connection) wires and
found the issue was resolved completely. In summary, I assert with high confidence,
that most of the faults come from devices themselves.
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Fig. A.9 Long DC wire from PCB to DC connector to ensure the device is always
grounded to the puck.

Appendix B
Data collection and analysis
I use Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA), and more specifically its Python
implementation: PyVISA for data acquisition. Most devices are connected with GPIB
cables. In some cases, I choose Ethernet or USB instead. For data acquisition, I mainly
relied on the QCoDeS framework. I do not endorse its use. On the contrary, in my
opinion, it is unnecessarily complicated, its code bloated and difficult to debug. I was
forced to use it because of compatibility and legacy issues. In the public repository,
there are drivers for many common instruments (here). They can be used with just
the VISA protocol, without the need to rely on QCoDeS. I rewrote and expanded most
of the drivers I worked with. I can provide detailed information on data acquisition
and suggest improvements.
I export all the experimental data as plain-text files and as serialized Python objects.
I plot it using the Matplotlib library. I defined my custom color schemes. All the plots,
unless otherwise indicated, are my original work. I draw and design them all from
scratch. They are all vector graphics created in Inkscape.
For raw data, code used for acquisition and analysis, original high-resolution
figures, or any other inquires, please contact me at jm2220@cam.ac.uk or writetojohn@protonmail.com directly.

Appendix C
Report on device manufacturing
This appendix is a report from a device manufacturer (CEA-LETI). It details a process
of fabrication, testing, and feedback on the make quality. I used single and double-split
gate devices from wafers 15 and 19. I include the entire document as is.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable presents the design, fabrication and results of the MOS-QUITO-funded
batch of devices fabricated at CEA-Leti in NanoWire CMOS technology on 300mm diameter
SOI wafers towards the implementation of CMOS-based spin qubits in silicon. The purpose of
this report is to provide an overview of Task 2.2: Full 300-mm batch with optimized qubit design
and on-chip electronics, which took place between M6 and M30 of the project, as well as on
the characterization of the resulting devices which were shipped to the consortium partners.
Section 2 reviews some essential aspects of the layout, process flow and technical splits of
the batch.
Section 3 reviews the development and characterization of the main fabrication modules, in
particular the patterning of dense Gates, spacers formation and Hard Mask Removal.
Section 4 presents the protocol implemented for room temperature screening of Single and
Two-Gate devices, a simplified report on the yield “pump” and “face-to-face” devices, and
complementary morphological observations to interpret these results in terms of process
development.

2. Integration and design
2.1.Process flow and generalities
The core of our approach is to fabricate devices suitable for Si spin qubit demonstration
while remaining as close as possible to a standard MOSFET fabrication flow used at CEA-Leti.
The general features of a CEA-Leti baseline flow are the following:






300mm Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) substrates, TSi=12nm, TBOx=145nm
Active Si layer defined by mesa isolation, with possibility of trimming the channel
width down to 10nm
High-/Metal Gate stack (HfO2/TiN)
DUV Gate lithography (minimum pitch 190nm)
Industrial Back-End-Of-Line completed in 65nm ground rules

In order to satisfy the technical goals of project MOS-QUITO, the following options were
developed:





Si oxidation (typically 2.5nm) prior to HfO2 in order to offset the trap-rich interface
from the Gate-defined Quantum Dots (QDs). In a later version of the process flow, a
6nm thermal SiO2 layer was formed, with no subsequent HfO2 deposition.
Addition of two EBeam databases for Gate patterning, and implementation of a
hybrid DUV/EBeam patterning scheme, in order to reach 64nm pitch
Deposition of a wide (~34.5nm vs. 12nm standard thickness) SiN spacer prior to selfaligned Source and Drain implantation, in order to i/ offset dopants from the Gatedefined QDs and ii/ protect the inter-Gate spacing from doping.
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Figure 1 shows a simplified process flow and cross-sectional views of the devices along
the Gate and the Si mesa. It illustrates that their geometry is suitable to defining Corner
Quantum Dots, and tunnel junctions between QDs owing to a thin film of SOI between the
Gates, protected by the wide spacers during self-aligned ion implant.

300mm
wafers
300mm
SOISOI
wafers
TSiBOx
/TBOx
= 12nm/145nm
TSi/T
= 12nm/145nm

Active
mesapatterning
patterning
Active
mesa
2.5-6nm
thermal oxidation
Thermal
oxidation
High-/MG
stackdep.
dep.&& patterning
patterning
High-k/MG
stack
0-1.9nm
TiN/50nm
Poly
1.9nm
HfO2HfO
/5nm
TiN/50nm
Poly
Si Si
2/5nm
64nm
pitch
64nm
pitch

10 nm

st spacer
1st 1spacer

34.5nm
30nm
SiNSiN

Raised
S/Depi
epi
Raised
S/D
18nm
18nm
Si Si

LDD
implantand
andanneal
anneal
LDD
implant
nd spacer
2nd2spacer

HDD
implantand
andanneal
anneal
HDD
implant
Salicideand
andBEOL
BEOL
Salicide

Fig. 1. (Left) Simplified process flow (top right) Cross-sectional Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM) micrograph along the Gate of a transistor with 10nm channel width. Note that the wrapping Gate
geometry favors the appearance of “corner dots” along the top edges of the channel mesa (bottom right) Crosssectional STEM micrograph along the channel of a two-Gate device with 64nm Gate pitch. Note that the wide
SiN spacers fully cover the inter-Gate spacing.

Though more than 300 photorepeated dies are available per wafer, not all dies feature
dense Gates, since this would require too long Electron Beam writing times. 48 dies are exposed
in EBeam at the Gate level, following the mapping shown on Figure 2. On the so-called “QBIT”
test chip which was designed for this project, each one of these dies contains 289 specific
designs with dense Gates (i.e. 13872 devices per wafer). The hybrid patterning approach
follows a “LELELE” scheme (Litho/Etch-Litho/Etch-Litho/Etch), in which both the
photosensitive and electrosensitive photoresists are of positive polarity. Contrary to the
previous SiAM-funded batch which provided test devices in the frame of Task 2.1, the EBeam
dies are also exposed in DUV in order to clear the field of a floating plane of PolySilicon (cf.
D2.1 “Report on the first 300mm SOI samples”) while still defining large patterns and
respecting density rules (pads, dummies) at no cost in terms of EBeam writing time.
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28

29

64

65

DUV Dies
58

59

61

62

102 103

140 141

143 144

228 229

105 106

146 147

67

68

70

71

EBeam Dies

108 109

152 153

190 191

193 194

196 197

231 232

234 235

237 238

155 156

158 159

240 241

270 271

Fig. 2. Mapping of a 300mm wafer with 300+ photorepeated dies, among which 48 feature dense Gates
(down to 64nm pitch) obtained by hybrid DUV/EBeam patterning. Photograph of a 300mm wafer after full
processing, with EBeam dies diced out and stored in shipping trays.

2.2.Available technical splits
We distinguish between two half-batches. The first half was completed at M24, but suffered
from low temperature conductivity issues which are discussed further in this report. The second
“backup” half was halted at Gate patterning, then released upon feedback from the first hald
and completed at M30. Among the wafers available to the partners, the process variations
followed six main technical splits: i/ p-type or n-type polarity ii/ Bismuth channel doping, iii/
minimum channel width, iv/ Gate stack dielectric, v/ extensions doping, vi/ Hard Mask removal
(Fig. 3).
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Channel doping was performed prior to active Si patterning on the selected wafers, and only
a few (Bi) dopants per Gate were targeted. Since the Si mesas are defined by 193nm DUV
lithography, their minimum feature size is nominally 80nm, but can be further reduced (at
constant pitch) by trimming. Such trimming is expected to benefit the “Series Gate” geometry
in particular, by reducing the dimensions of the Quantum Dots and hence increasing the
charging energy. However, the “Split Gate” geometry being of prime interest in the frame of
this project, most wafers were processed with very little active trimming (minimum width 7075nm) to accommodate the >40nm wide cut and still allow the Gates to wrap around the mesa
edges.
A split with no HfO2 and a thicker (6nm) thermal oxide was applied to the backup batch,
following recommendations from WP5 on the negative impact of charge disorder at the
SiO2/High- interface on Rabi frequency dispersion. Wafers 1-3 were scrapped as part of the
“pipecleaner” half batch while finding a process window for the Gate patterning module.
Wafers 23 and 24 were processed with a skipped ion implantation step (LDD = Lowly Doped
Drain), resulting in offsetting the charge reservoirs further away from the external Quantum
Dot-defining Gates. As will be discussed further, the first half batch featured no removal of the
Gate Hard Mask prior to contact definition. This choice was motivated by shortening the
fabrication time but did have an impact on Gate resistivity.
1st half (pipecleaner)
Module

2nd half (backup)

Split
p-type
n-type

1
X

2
X

3
X

4
X

5
X

6
X

9 10 11 12 7
X X X X
X

Channel doping

No Bi implant
Localized Bi implant

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Min. active
width [nm]

Aggressive

Polarity

Intermediate
Relaxed
75 75 75 75
Gate dielectric SiO2 2.5nm + HfO2 1.9nm X X X X
SiO2 6nm, no HfO2
Extensions
With LDD
X
implant
Without LDD
Hard Mask
No Hard Mask Removal
X
Hard Mask Removal

X

X

8 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X X X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

10 15 15 15
40 40 40 40
75 75
X X X

70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fig. 3. Split table summarizing the technical variations within the two half-batches.

2.3.Available device geometries
Before the fabrication could begin, a dedicated mask set was planned, with an emphasis on
designs requested by the partners. The main families are: Series Gates, Split Gates, capacitively
coupled structures between two Si NanoWires through the Buried Oxide or via Floating Gates
(Fig. 4). All of the above are available with or without an overarching M1 strip. The aim of this
option was to either use the first layer of interconnects (M1) as a means of manipulating the
qubit devices, or to clear the space for enabling post-processing on dies with a recessed
encapsulation.
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Fig. 4: Layout view examples of the device designs included in the mask set. Left to right: Series Gates, Split
Gates, BOx-coupled Si NanoWires, Floating-Gate-coupled Si NanoWires. Top/Bottom without and with
overarching metal line, respectively.

Conventional CMOS circuits and associated test structures for cryogenic operation were also
added, with a layout contribution (.gds file format) provided by EPFL. The mask set contains
19 DUV levels spread on 9 Multi-Layer Reticles, and 3 E-Beam Databases. One is dedicated
to localized implantation of dopant species (such as Bi or P) in the Si NW.
Two are dedicated to define dense Gates (Trench + Cut) out of a larger DUV-defined template.
A die shot and list of layers is shown below.

00 EBeam Marks (binary, dark field)
60 Ground Plane (binary, dark field)
02 Active (eaPSM, clear field)
03E Channel implant (EBeam Database)
13 Gate (eaPSM, clear field)
14E Trench (EBeam Database)
15E Cut (EBeam Database)
16 DSN (binary, dark field)
17 DSP (binary, dark field)
18 Substrate plugs (eaPSM, dark field)
19 Contact (eaPSM, dark field)
23 Metal1 (eaPSM, dark field)
25 Via 1 (eaPSM, dark field)
27 Metal2 (binary, dark field)
26 Via 2 (eaPSM, dark field)
28 Metal3 (binary, dark field)
29 Via 3 (eaPSM, dark field)
30 Metal4 (binary, dark field)
40 Padopen (binary, dark field)
41 Alucap (binary, clear field)
31 Nitride (binary, dark field)
42 Cross (binary, dark field)

19 DUV levels (9 reticles)
3 EBeam DataBases

Back-End-Of-Line 65nm rules
@STMicroelctronics Crolles

>600nm-deep alignement crosses for
post-processing by partners

Fig. 5: Die shot and list of DUV masks and E-Beam databases, the color code corresponds to the different
reticles.

Parameterizable cells (PCells) were defined in the layout environment to instantiate the
generic designs and their dimensional variations semi-automatically. An example is shown
below for, a single NanoWire with eight pairs of Split-Gates. A large pattern (red) is first
exposed using DUV lithography. The two EBeam databases (white) then aim at separating each
7
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contacted Gate. The way they are sized with respect to the red layer is such that the critical
dimension of each Gate is retained even if misalignment occurs (Fig. 6).

As drawn, no misalignment

Simulation, no misalignment

As drawn, X=+15nm, Y=+30nm

Simulation, X=+15nm, Y=+30nm

Fig. 6: Layout environment views of the main PCell showing that the design is tolerant to a misalignment
between the DUV and EBeam levels in X or Y up to +/-30nm. The critical dimension of all Gates, even the
external ones, is preserved.

The final order form for the DUV reticles was sent at M10, with a physical reception of the
first masks on January 24 2017. There was a slight delay compared to the initial planning in
terms of fabrication starting date, explained by the significant amount of work required for
designing the dedicated masks.
The QBIT test chip is organized by “scribes”, which are columns of 22 pads routed to
the device terminals. A description of all MOS-QUITO-specific designs, their geometry and
location on the die is attached below.

QBIT_MOSQUITO
scribes.pdf
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3. Batch fabrication
In the following, we will refer to the first half-batch as “batch #1” and to the second half as
“batch #2” for the sake of simplicity.

3.1.Active area
The starting substrates were 300mm diameter SOI wafers with an active layer thickness
TSi=16nm and a buried oxide thickness TBOx=145nm. The first step is a thermal oxidation of
4nm before the EBeam marks patterning. These 4nm of thermal SiO2 were preserved on the
wafers which featured localized Bi implantation. An EBeam lithography step was then
performed in order to define windows for substrate doping. Bi was implanted within these
photoresist-defined windows, and through the 4nm of SiO2.
Functionally, the aim was to have an average of a single Bi atom under each Gate, i.e. one
atom per 40x40nm² window: 6.25e10 at/cm². Process simulations showed that an ion
implantation energy of 9keV would be suitable to ensure that one dopant would have a high
probability of reaching the middle of the Si film in the open regions, while being stopped by
photoresist in the masked regions.

Fig. 7 : TRIM simulations of Bi ion implantation for 9keV, 6e10 at/cm² on a 4nm SiO2/13nm Si/145nm SiO2
stack. Left : inside an open window, right : in the photoresist-masked regions.

While this step precedes that of NanoWire patterning, the windows were meant to allow
localized doping on one side of the NanoWire, i.e. below only one of two Split Gates. Fig. 8
below shows top view Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) pictures taken at the same
coordinates of a batch#2 wafer after EBeam lithography, after NanoWire patterning, and a
superposition of both.

Fig. 8 : Top view SEM pictures taken at the same coordinates of a batch#2 wafer – left : after EBeam
lithography ; center : after active patterning ; right : both pictures superimposed.
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The 4nm of thermal SiO2 are removed, but another 2.5nm are reformed by plasma oxidation
prior to active area patterning. By playing on the Si etch time and anisotropy, a reduction of the
NanoWire width below the nominal 80nm (as drawn on the mask) is possible. About two thirds
of the device geometries on the test chip concern corner QDs in Split-Gate arrangements, for
which the width is not critical. The remaining third is dedicated to Series Gate arrangements,
which may benefit from a more aggressive width. This was handled through a technical split
on minimum active width by wafer (Fig. 3): little to no trimming (CD 70-75nm), aggressive
trimming (CD 10-15nm), and an intermediate point which may fit both categories (CD 40nm).
Fig. 9 below show SEM top views of untrimmed and aggressively trimmed devices at the active
etching step.

Fig. 9 : Top view SEM pictures of the same device taken on Wafer 1 (left) and Wafer 9 (right) of batch#1.
Wafer 1 was processed with no trimming to optimize Split-Gate geometries, and Wafer 9 had heavy trimming
to optimize Series Gate geometries.

3.2.Gate definition
3.2.1. Gate stack
After patterning of the mesa Silicon NanoWire, a Gate stack is grown and deposited. A preGate clean preceded a thermal oxidation of 2.5nm SiO2 on batch#1 and 6nm on batch#2. The
remaining Si thickness at this point of the process is 9-12nm. An ALD deposition of 1.9nm
HfO2 followed on batch#1. This choice was motivated by replicating the Gate stack of previous
successful samples (cf. SiAM project), but a second split with no high- dielectric was
implemented on batch#2 for the purpose of decreasing the electrostatic disorder. The rest of the
stack is common to both batches, and consists of 50nm of Poly-Si surmounted by a bilayer Hard
Mask (HM) composed of 25nm of TEOS SiO2 on 30nm of SiN, which was designed to assist
with the Gate pattern transfer.
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3.2.2. Patterning and management of overlapped areas
For each Litho/Etch cycle, some part of the final pattern is transferred into the bilayer
HM. The blanket final etch defines the full pattern into the remainder of the Gate stack. A major
challenge of this approach is, given the finite selectivity of HM to Poly-Si etch, the handling of
the once or twice-overlapped areas which aim at compensating the misalignment between the
Gate-defining layers. The patterning sequence and corresponding layout is reminded here in
Figure 10 in the ideal case of infinite selectivity.
Poly-Si
TEOS
1. POLY (DUV R>0)

TEOS 25nm
SiN 30nm

Etch the Hard Mask outside of
the red rectangles.

Poly-Si 50nm

TEOS 25nm
SiN 30nm
Poly-Si 50nm

2. CUT (EB R>0)

Poly-Si 50nm

Etch the Hard Mask inside of the
yellow rectangle.

TEOS 25nm
SiN 30nm

Poly-Si 50nm

3. TRENCH (EB R>0)

Poly-Si 50nm

Etch the Hard Mask inside of
the blue rectangles.

4. Blanket etch
Etch the Gate stack selectively
to the remaining Hard Mask.

TEOS 25nm
SiN 30nm
Poly-Si 50nm
Si 12nm

TEOS 25nm
SiN 30nm
Poly-Si 50nm
Si 12nm

Fig. 10: Simplified sequence of LE(DUV)-LE(EB)-LE(EB)-E patterning of the dense Gates, with for each step
the layout view and cross-sections. Note that the overlap areas ( [“Blue” AND “Yellow”] OR [[“Blue” OR
“Yellow”] AND NOT “Red”]) are sometimes located over the active area (“Green”).
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In practice though, there is little selectivity to Poly-Si in the SiN Hard Mask etching
step. Over-etching would then consume the exposed Poly-Si and create a recess. During the
first (DUV) LE cycle, this problem is mitigated by the fact that the exposed area is compatible
with End Point detection. This is no longer true for the subsequent EBeam LE cycles, adding
up to the fact that some areas which were exposed during the previous cycle(s) then have bare
Poly-Si exposed during the entire HM etch sequence. On the first attempt, half of the Poly-Si
thickness was overetched in the EB-patterned areas, and all of it was etched in the overlapped
regions, resulting after transfer etch into cut active nanowires as shown on Fig. 11.

Fig. 11: Left column: Top view and cross-section of a device before the final transfer etch, showing partial PolySi consumption in the EB zones, and total consumption in the overlap regions. Right column: Top view and crosssection after final etch showing total consumption of the Si channel in the overlapped regions.

A more detailed yet still simplified representation of the technology stack throughout
the LE cycles is shown in Fig. 12. Photolithography is carried out in all cases using a trilayer
of spin-on carbon (SOC), Si-rich anti-reflecting coating (SiARC) and positive polarity
photoresist. By default, the pattern is transferred across the full thickness of the trilayer, which
exposes Poly-Si in the previously etched regions. In order to solve this issue, we opted to
leverage the good SiN:SOC selectivity and use a partial recess of the SOC layer in order to
leave the top of the HM exposed but the Poly-Si protected, including in the overlap regions.
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Fig. 12: Left column: simplified stack showing the bilayer Hard Mask patterning during the first (DUV) Litho/Etch
cycle. Center column: simplified stacks during the “standard” (EBeam) Litho/Etch cycles. The Poly-Si in the
overlapped areas is exposed to the HM etching step, which has almost no SiN:Poly-Si selectivity. Right column:
during the final blanket etch, the topography in the Poly-Si is transferred into the underlying layers, which usually
causes the Si NanoWire channel to be cut.

A simplified view of the sequence with the SOC protection scheme is shown on Fig. 13.
This change in the etch sequence, combined with shorter etching times in the EB cycles,
eventually led to preserving the integrity of the Si channel. However, the first implementation
of this fix gave rise to another issue with the formation of an etch residue (“stringer”) connecting
the Gates following the inner boundaries of the overlap areas. This is due to an imperfect
sidewall profile of the Hard Mask pattern transfer resulting in turn in micromasking during the
final etch step, as illustrated on Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13: Left column: simplified stack showing the bilayer Hard Mask patterning during the first (DUV) Litho/Etch
cycle. Center column: simplified stacks during the “standard” (EBeam) Litho/Etch cycles. The SOC layer is
partially etched, leaving the Poly-Si protected in the overlap regions. Right column: during the final blanket etch,
the integrity of the Si NanoWire is protected. However, a residue is visible all along the inner boundaries of the
overlap regions, increasing the risk of inter-Gate shorts.

Fig. 14: Schematic explaining the micromasking occuring along the inner boundary of the overlap areas, resulting
in “stringer” etch residue between the Gates of the final device. The very high selectivity to SOC in the Hard Mask
patterning etch, combined with the sloped sidewall of the previous etch leads to a SiN residue. The low SiN:Si
selectivity during the final etch results in a pattern transfer of this residue along the inner boundary of the overlap
regions.
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In addition to the stringer, another defect occasionally appeared at the intersection
between the outer boundaries of the overlap areas and the active area. Its aspect is that of
partially etched slits in the Si NanoWire. A schematic explanation is provided in Fig. 15,
accounting for the imperfect planarizing effect of SOC spin-coating and the step height between
active and isolation regions.

Fig. 15: Schematic explaining the occasional protection failure on the outer boundaries of the overlap regions over
Si active areas. Due to non-ideal planarizing behavior of SOC, and to the thinner remaining SOC thickness over
the Si active areas, unprotected regions of Poly-Si may be revealed before the final etch. This typically results in
partially-etched slits in the NanoWire channels, see Fig. 16.

The definition of a SOC recess process window is subjected to the trade-off in avoiding
either type of defect. Whereas an insufficient SOC recess would aggravate the “stringers” along
the inner boundary, a prolonged recess etch would favor the appearance of “slits” along the
outer boundary over active (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16: Left: Top view SEM picture of a “Face-to-Face” device before the final etch. The outline of the underlying
active area is visible by a slight contrast. The slit openings of the Hard Mask along the outer boundary over active
are visible. Right: Top view SEM pictures of the same design after final etch. Above, a too long SOC recess has
resulted in transferring the slits. Below, a too short SOC recess has resulted in a stringer along the inner boundary.

Incremental progress in adjusting the Hard Mask and SOC recess etch times during the
EBeam LE cycles, as well as the TiN etch sub-step during the final etch has eventually led to
satisfactory morphological results. A side-by-side comparison of various test devices from
15
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original batch#1 and backup batch#2 is shown in Fig. 17. Ultimately, we were able to
successfully demonstrate a Gate patterning strategy which: i/ did not leave big floating planes
of Poly-Si outside of the device (see issues in Task 2.1 with samples from prior batches), ii/
featured robust dimensional control and misalignment tolerance, iii/ reduced to a minimum the
occurrence of stringer and slit defects, iv/ preserved the integrity of the Si NanoWire around
which the Gates wrap (Fig. 18).

Fig. 17: Top view SEM pictures from automated measurements following final Gate etch on test devices from the
original batch (top row) and the backup batch (bottom row). A clear improvement of Gate patterning process
conditions is evidenced by lack of visible stringers or slits.

Fig. 18: Left: Top view SEM picture of a device with 8 pairs of “Face-to-Face” Gates, and cross section along one
such pair of Gates. Stringer and slit defects are well controlled, and the integrity of the active area is well preserved.
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3.3.Spacers and Source/Drain
3.3.1. 1st spacer and epitaxial Source/Drain
Immediately following Gate patterning a SiN spacer is deposited, the purpose of which is
to offset the subsequently implanted dopants from the Gate edges. For our particular
application, the resistance of the undoped Si region beneath this first spacer should be large
enough at cryogenic temperature (>26 k) to guarantee a proper charge confinement below the
accumulation Gate. This implies that the deposited spacer thickness should be significantly
larger than the standard dimension of conventional transistors, for which the minimization of
the access resistance is a concern. Instead of a standard ~10nm, 35nm of SiN were thus
deposited, before spacer definition by reactive ion etching. Furthermore, the coverage of the
inter-Gate spacings and their protection from doping and silicidation is critical to forming 1Darrangements of Gate-defined coupled Quantum Dots. The largest spacing on the test chip being
60nm, a lower boundary of 30nm for spacer thickness is set by design. Fig. 19 below illustrates
the proper coverage of the Si NanoWire between the external charge reservoirs.

Fig. 19: Left: Top view SEM picture of a device with 8 pairs of “Face-to-Face” Gates after 1st spacer definition.
Right: Top view SEM picture of 8 Gates in series.

A dichlorosilane-based selective epitaxial growth of 18nm of undoped silicon was then
performed. The selectivity ensures that the growth only occurs in the exposed crystalline Silicon
areas and not on the dielectrics (field oxide, hard mask, spacers). A first implant, the so-called
“LDD” (Lowly Doped Drain) followed, Boron-based for p-type wafers, Arsenic/Phosphorusbased for n-type wafers (skipped for Wafers 23 and 24 in batch#2).

Fig. 20: Tilted SEM view of a device (batch#2, DUV die)
after epitaxial regrowth of the Source/Drain regions.
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3.3.2. Hard Mask Removal, 2nd spacer and silicidation
The Gate patterning development and characterization having required more time than
initially planned, a review of the integration flow was performed at M20 in order to ensure the
completion of the original batch fabrication by M24 so as to reach Milestone 7 on time. One
option saving about one month of processing time was to skip the “Hard Mask Removal”
(HMR) module from our reference process flow (Fig. 21).
Following Gate patterning (1), the SiN Hard Mask is kept during the definition of the first
offset spacer (2), and protects the top of the Poly-Si Gate during selective epitaxial regrowth of
the Source/Drain regions (3). HMR was initially planned to occur after the “Lowly-Doped
Drain” (LDD) ion implantation (4). A sacrificial SiO2 spacer (5a) protects the SiN 1st spacer
during the H3PO4 removal of the SiN HM, and is then stripped away (6a). After defining a 2nd
spacer (7a), HDD ion implantation occurs with the (initially undoped) Poly-Si Gate exposed
(8a). The doped Poly-Si Gate then reacts with NiPt to form NiPtSi (9a).
Skipping (5a) and (6a) results in stopping most of the dopants from reaching the Poly-Si
(6b), and preventing silicidation on top of the Gate (7b). In this case, the contact etching step
also has to be adjusted to cross the HM (Fig. 22). This yields higher Gate contact resistivity and
sheet resistance, though not high enough to become a significant problem at 300K. Thus, this
module is occasionally skipped on electrical batches fabricated for other projects oriented
towards conventional CMOS.

Fig. 21: Top row: simplified process sequence after Gate patterning and up to S/D LDD doping. Middle row:
simplified “reference” process sequence in which the HRM module is implemented prior to HDD doping and
silicidation. Bottom row: simplified “shortened” process sequence as HRM is skipped. Note that the remaining
SiN HM prevents HDD dopants from reaching the Poly-Gate, and the formation of an intermetallic on top of the
Gate during silicidation.
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Fig. 22: Left: simplified cross-section of a
device with HMR after dielectric encapsulation
and contact formation. Right: simplified crosssection of the device with skipped HMR.

Yet, we identified a risk of carrier freeze-out within the Gate when measuring at 4K and
below. In order to evaluate this risk, a sample device from another project having skipped HMR
was tested at M20 at RT and 4K (Fig. 23). The transfer characteristics, acquired under quasistatic conditions, showed no loss of field-effect at 4K indicating that the Poly-Si had not become
insulating. Then HMR module was then suppressed from the original batch but as a precaution,
a back-up batch was launched and held at Gate patterning pending electrical validation of the
first devices.

Fig. 23: Transfer characteristics at 300K and 4K
of a Single Gate device with skipped HMR
(other project), showing conservation of the
field-effect at low temperature.

The fabrication of the original batch was completed in time for MS7 at M24. A crosssection of the full stack is shown in Fig. 24. Though the 1st spacer effectively covers the interGate spacings, some voids are visible. They result from the conformal deposition of SiN along
the hourglass-shaped Poly-Si sidewalls. This sidewall profile can be improved by tuning the
ratio between the non-selective/directional and selective/isotropic sub-steps of the Poly-Si etch.

Hard mask
CESL
Poly-Si
TiN/HfO2
SiO2
Si channel

1st spacer

voids
Buried oxide

Fig. 24: STEM cross-section of a device with many Gates in series at pitch 80nm after encapsulation and
metallization.
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Unfortunately, despite promising tests at 300K, the first attempts at testing the device at
cryogenic temperatures showed unstable (Fig. 25) and hysteretic (Fig. 26) behavior. The time
constant of the characteristics drift was evaluated at between a few seconds and 1min. The
suspicion of an insufficiently-doped Gate affected by carrier freeze-out was confirmed by twoprobe measurements of contact and Poly-Si resistances showing rectifying characteristics with
the current being orders of magnitude too low (Fig. 27).

Fig. 25: Left: Coulomb diagram at 4.2K on a single Gate device from the original batch (Y-axis: VGS, X-axis: VDS).
Right: Subsequent measurement of the region in the first graph showing Coulomb diamonds. The features are no
longer visible, showing an instability over time of the confinement potential.

Fig. 26: Transfer characteristics of the same device
with two sets of sweep/backsweep curves. A sizable
hysteresis can be noted.

RPoly

Rc

Fig. 27: 2-probe current-voltage
measurement across a stripe of
contacted Poly-Si Gate. A strong nonlinearity indicates dominant Schottky
behaviro at the contact/Poly-Si
interface. The total resistance is a few
100M at room temperature, and could
not be estimated at 4K (current below
noise floor).

I (nA)

Rc

300K
2Rc + RPoly>100M

V (V)
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Although the risk had been anticipated, it was improperly evaluated at M20 and batch#1
was eventually deemed unsuitable for low temperature measurements. The back-up batch#2
was hence released and the Hard Mask Removal module re-inserted. We took advantage of this
second batch to further optimize the Gate patterning process window (as previously shown in
Fig. 17).

I (nA)

I (nA)

The fabrication of batch#2 was completed at M29, effectively reaching MS7 with a 5months delay. The characteristics at 4K were much improved in terms of regularity, noise and
stability, as shown on Fig. 28. The samples were thus promptly released to all partners for
further characterization of multi-Gate devices.

Fig. 28: Left: transfer characteristics of an n-type Single Gate device from the backup batch measured at 4K. Right:
Coulomb diagram of the same device at 4K.

3.4 DUV-only batch for peripheral electronics
The qubit-dedicated devices feature wide spacers in order to cover the inter-Gate
spacing during self-aligned dopant implantation. This however stops conventionally-designed
devices from operating with satisfactory performance. An internally-funded separate batch with
standard spacer width was launched during the last reporting period, in order to demonstrate
the WP6-designed circuits which were included in the same test chip. The “cryoMOS” areas
do not require dense Gates, hence the process flow bypassed the hybrid patterning module. The
Hard Mask Removal module was preserved. Some of the designs requiring 4 metallization
levels, the Back-End-Of-Line process (stopping at M2 otherwise) was prolonged for this batch.
The fabrication of this batch was completed at M27, i.e. three months later than
previously estimated, due in part to a stronger focus on solving the issues related to the original
and back-up EBeam batches.
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4. Room temperature screening tests and feedback
4.1.Testing procedure and yield
The fabricated devices may be subjected to variability which may affect their eventual
functionality. This variability could be linked to the film doping, active area etching, Gate
etching and stringer removal, control of inter-Gate spacing, misalignment between Gate and
active, spacer width dispersion. The resulting failure modes could be due to shorts between the
Gates, lack of electrostatic control of one or two Gates over the Si channel, unwanted presence
of a doped/metallic reservoir between the Quantum Dots.
As a first means of assessment on the likelihood of any device to be functional at low
temperature for qubit testing purposes, all two-Gate devices from of the 48 EBeam dies on
every wafer were systematically tested at 300K. Thus, obvious open or shorts were screened
out, and potentially interesting devices were identified and documented prior to sending dies to
the consortium partners. The test protocols varied according to the geometry of the devices,
but the idea was to check that each Gate could modulate the conductivity of the wire at room
temperature by field-effect (Fig. 29). The DC measurements were performed in a fullyautomated probe station and we employed a custom metric to rate the quality of the samples
and infer some aspects of their low temperature behavior. For the sake of simplicity, in the
following we classify the 2-Gate devices into three distinct categories: working, leaky, and poor
modulation (Fig. 30).
-1V .. +1V
G

0V
DUV dies: Single Gate

50mV
D

S

Sweep
-1V .. +1V
0V
EB dies: Pumps

G1

+1V

+1V
G2

50mV
D

S

0V

EB dies: Face-to-face

G2

Close -1V

Sweep

Close -1V

50mV
D

S

50mV
D

Open

Sweep -1V .. +1V
G1

G2

S

Sweep Open

0V

-1V .. +1V

G1

G1

0V

50mV
D

S
G2

Sweep -1V .. +1V

Fig. 29: Schematic description of the 300K test procedure for validating the electrostatic behavior of Single and
Two-Gate devices. Monitoring the Drain and Gate current while sweeping the Gate at low VDS is the basic
procedure. “Pump” geometry devices require opening a channel below one Gate (VG=+1V) while sweeping the
other one. “Face-to-Face” devices require closing the channel below one Gate (VG=-1V) while sweeping the
other. The signs of VG and VD are opposite for p-type devices.
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working

leaky

poor modulation

Fig. 30: Left: typical characteristics of working two-Gate devices, with good modulation of the channel
conductance by each Gate, and low Gate current. Center: typical characteristics of leaky two-Gate devices
(shown here: pump geometry). The Gate current rises well above 10nA, and in this instance indicates a direct
leakage path between the two adjacent Gates. Right: characteristics of devices for which the channel
conductance modulation by the Gate potential is poor or nonexistent.

There are 17 “pump” and 26 “face-to-face” devices per die. The following numbers (Fig. 31
& 32) are based on systematic measurements of respectively 816 “pump” and 1248 “face-toface” devices per wafer. We can note that:





The rate of leaky devices is generally quite low for face-to-face devices (0-5%)
The rate of leaky devices is however quite high for pump devices (30-90%), except for
W13 and W19.
Poor modulation is not a very common failure mode, though noticeably higher for W23
and W24 (no LDD split).
Spatial correlation seems to indicate a somewhat lower rate of faulty devices on the
outer crown of the affected wafers.
Batch#2
P-type

W14

W16

W17

Working

50.12%

38.36 %

Leaky

49.88%

61.64 %

Poor modulation

0%

Working
Leaky
Poor modulation

Pump

Facetoface

Batch#2
N-type

Pump

Facetoface

W21

W23

16.05%

7.97%

22.06%

82.83%

91.05%

77.94%

0%

0.12%

0.98%

0%

97.04%

98.07%

99.35%

87,5%

70,8%

2.88%

1.93%

0.65%

0.8%

0,27%

0,08%

0%

0%

11,7%

28.93%

W07

W08

W13

W15

W18

W19

W20

W22

W24

Working

36.40 %

32.96%

88.97%

70.08%

28.79%

97.18%

18.38%

17.40%

8.95%

Leaky

61.37%

66.92%

6.86%

29.67%

71.21%

0.98%

81.62%

80.76%

88.11%

Poor modulation

2.23 %

0.12%

4.17%

0.25%

0%

1.84%

0%

1.84%

2.94%

Working

75,64%

93.43%

87.74%

95.27%

99.04%

85.89%

96.15%

87.66%

69.23%

Leaky

4.41%

0.08%

0.88%

4.73%

0.16%

0%

0.40%

0.96%

0%

Poor modulation

19.95%

6.49%

11.38%

0%

0.80%

14.11%

3,45%

11.38%

30.77%

Fig. 31: Rates of working, leaky, and poor modulation two-Gate devices on all batch#2 wafers.
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Fig. 32: Number of (left) working and (right) leaky pump devices, out of 17, measured per e-beam die on W19
and W22 from batch#2.

Furthermore, the superposition of all transfer characteristics reveals that non-leaky
wafers 13 and 19 display a single population of (rather low) threshold voltage, whereas the rest
of batch#2 has two distinguishable populations (Fig. 33).
VG1

VG2

W19

W22

Fig. 33: Transfer characteristics of pump geometry two-Gate devices on W19 and W22. Whereas a single
population of threshold voltages is observed on W19, W22 has two coexisting Vth populations. W13 is
analogous to W19, and W22 is representative of the rest of the batch.
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In the following section, we present complementary observations putting into perspective
the reported yield, failure modes and dispersion by tying them to process parameters.

4.2.Process-related Vth-dispersion and Gate leakage

|Vth| (V)

Vth (V)

The negative values of threshold voltages observed systematically on W19 and W13, and
occasionally in the rest of the batch, are not consistent with the nominal TiN Metal Gate stack
for n-type MOS devices. We carried out systematic measurements and extractions of threshold
voltage vs. Gate length on devices from the DUV dies of the batch#2 wafers. Interestingly (Fig.
34), the second population starts to appear at L<700nm, with a negative Vth shift. On p-type
wafers, the shift is of opposite sign, towards less negative values of Vth.

NMOS
L (µm)

PMOS
L (µm)

Fig. 34: Threshold voltage versus Gate length on Single Gate devices systematically tested on the n-type wafers
(left) and p-type wafers of batch#2. Vth was extracted by a semi-arbitrary criterion, i.e. the voltage at which the
Drain current is 1e-8*W/L [A].

This suggests that TiN is no longer present in short channel devices, and that the Gate
workfunction becomes dictated by the n-implanted (resp. p-implanted) Poly-Si in NMOS (resp.
PMOS) devices, hence the negative (resp. positive) Vth shift. To confirm this assumption, we
performed Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Energy-Dispersive X-Ray elemental
analysis (EDX) on DUV Single Gate devices from each population (Fig. 35). The results clearly
show that TiN was completely etched away in the “low Vth” population, while it remained
unaltered in the high-Vth group.
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Die 2

Die 3

Fig. 35 : Top : transfer characteristics at VDS=50mV for the same device design (W=80nm, L=410nm) on
different dies from Wafer 19 of batch#2. Center left : High Angle Annular Dark Field TEM micrograph of the
Gate wrapping around the channel of the device located on die 2. Center right : HAADF TEM of the device on
die 3. Bottom : corresponding Energy-Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mapping of each
structure. The presence or absence of TiN in the Gate stack explains the threshold voltage shift between the die
3 device and the others.

Further observations (Fig. 36) helped shed some light on the link between Vth and occurrence
of leaky pumps. A pump device was selected with Gate leakage current levels clearly
suggesting a conductive path between the two Gates. A channel cross-section showed the TiN
was still present under the Gates, which is consistent with the threshold voltages. Besides, a
cross section perpendicular to the channel direction showed a TiN residue along the active area.
Although this observation alone is insufficient to conclude with certainty, it supports a
hypothesis according to which the inter-Gate leakage on pump geometry devices is due to a
stringer of incompletely etched TiN resting on the recessed Buried Oxide along the active area.
This scenario would explain why W19 and W13, which ended up practically TiN-free, are
almost unaffected by inter-Gate leakage. It would also be consistent with the much lower rate
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of inter-Gate leakage in Face-to-Face devices on all wafers, since the stringer would need to be
continuous around half of the active area total perimeter to short both Gates (vs. 40-60nm to
short two Gates in series).

Cut n°1

Active
Poly
M1

Cut n°2

Electrical

Cut n°1

Cut n°2
TiN
20 nm

Fig. 36 : TEM HAADF views of Two-Gate devices picked from the « working » (left) and « leaky » (right)
populations. Cut n°1 is carried out across the channel, and shows the presence or absence of TiN in the Gate
stack. Cut n°2 is performed perpendicular to the NanoWire, in the (silicided) charge reservoir regions. The dark
contrast

We hence conclude that further optimization of the Gate stack etch sequence is
necessary to decrease the rate of short circuits between Gates in series. Note that this problem
does not affect the single pairs of face-to-face Gates which are the primary focus of this project,
although it does worsen the yield of devices featuring multiple pairs of split Gates in series.
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Because Gate workfunction is not a priori a first order parameter for qubit operation, Wafers
13 and 19 are considered the most promising since despite their lack of TiN, they have the
highest proportion of non-shorted devices. However, this TiN consumption is a parasitic
phenomenon which needs to be understood and dealt with in order to reduce variability.
The fact that the low-Vth population is under-represented at long Gate lengths hints towards
a wet etch-like isotropic consumption of TiN from the flanks of the Gates, with a characteristic
length of roughly 400nm. The devices from batch#1 only show a homogenously high-Vth
population, which points towards the importance of the Hard Mask Removal module. Indeed,
the post-HRM clean contains hot SPM (sulfuric peroxide mixture), which would instantly strip
TiN if it was exposed. A likely explanation is that the unetched parasitic 1st spacer running
along the active area ultimately causes small areas of the Gate flanks to be exposed during this
SPM treatment.
The mechanism is schematically explained on Figures 37-39 (3D models generated using
process emulator software Coventor SEMulator3D). After Gate patterning, a large 1st spacer is
defined to offset the charge reservoirs. The width of this spacer is such that a parasitic SiN
spacer remains along the active area, which has a step height of ~15nm. This parasitic spacer
has a broad equivalent sidewall angle due to the small step height. During the sacrificial oxide
spacer definition, some overetch is needed to completely eliminate the leftover SiO2 on top of
the Gate Hard Mask, so as to bare the SiN layer for the upcoming removal. The parasitic SiN
spacer along the active thus ends up mostly exposed, with the sacrificial spacer only protecting
the Gate flanks.

(1) Gate patterning

(2) 1st spacer definition

(3) S/D oxide removal

(4) S/D epitaxial growth

(5) sacrificial spacer

(6) Hard Mask Removal

Fig. 37: Schematic views of a Gate crossing the active area between Gate patterning and Hard Mask removal.
SiN is green, SiO2 yellow, Poly-Si red and Si purple. A parasitic SiN 1st spacer runs along the active, and the
sacrificial oxide spacer fails to protect it during the Hard Mask Removal.
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The SiN Hard Mask is then removed by an isotropic wet etch (H3PO4). Consuming
completely the parasitic 1st spacer opens a path to the actual 1st spacer where the Gate crosses
over the active, ultimately exposing the flanks of the Gate (Fig. 38). An infiltration in these
tunnel-like entry points (Fig. 39) during the post-HRM clean could then strip the TiN from
under the Gate. This theory is consistent with:




Narrow W, short L devices being most affected
Top view SEM observations after the HRM hinting at the existence of tunnels under the
1st spacers (Fig. 39)
Vth inconsistencies reported by MOS-QUITO partners between external and inner Gates
on N>2-Gate devices

Fig. 38: Schematic views before (left) and after (right) SiN Hard Mask Removal, in the direction of the
NanoWire. Tunnels are dug in the extension of the former parasitic spacer, baring the flanks of the Gate
including TiN (brown) where it crosses the active NanoWire.

Fig. 39: Left: top view SEM of a Single Gate device after Hard Mask removal. Center: tunnels in the SiN 1st
spacer after sacrificial oxide spacer removal. Right: same view with transparency on the SiN layer, showing the
TiN undercut after consumption by the post-HRM clean.

Thus, though 300K screening had led to identifying leakage and Vth dispersion issues, we
believe we have identified the main paths for improvement, namely further process tuning in
terms of Gate etch sequence and spacer/Hard Mask modules, both of which are specific to the
application targeted in this project.
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5. Conclusions
The MOS-QUITO-dedicated mask set and 300mm SOI batch were brought to completion.
The test chip contains a variety of devices with dense Gates in series (“pump”) or face-to-face,
designed in a way that saves EBeam writing time while respecting density rules, tolerating
misalignment, and circumventing some issues encountered when testing the Task 2.1 devices
from a previous mask/batch.
The morphology, critical thicknesses and lateral dimensions were monitored and
documented during fabrication. The batch was split into a “pipecleaner” (batch#1) and a
“backup” (batch#2). The new Litho/Etch-Litho/Etch-Litho/Etch-Etch Gate patterning strategy,
and in particular the management of etch selectivity in the overlap regions, was investigated
and validated by batch#1. However, skipping the Hard Mask Removal (HRM) on batch#1 has
been detrimental to the contact and Gate resistivity at low temperature, which made the batch#1
devices unsuitable for cryogenic characterization. The backup batch#2 was released and the
HRM module was reinserted. Fabrication was completed at M30 and the device charge stability
diagrams at low temperature were promising.
A systematic testing protocol at 300K was implemented in order to identify potentially
interesting “Split Gate” and “pump” devices prior to sending them to the consortium partners.
The yield is particularly good for 2-Gate devices with the Split Gate geometry, which is the
main focus of the project. The analysis of faulty devices, i.e. affected by Vth dispersion and
inter-Gate leakage between adjacent Gates, pointed towards improvement paths for the Gate
and spacer etching steps.
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